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El's Win-the-World Contest Is On!
Win a Trip Anywhere in the World... or 99 Other Great Prizes, Including Color TV Sets, an Electronic Organ, Amateur, CB and Stereo Equipment!

Official Entry Blank in This Issue

Now—Good Stereo on a Shoestring  Five-Band Robot Antenna for Hams
Two-Freq Crystal Calibrator for SWLs
Service: Getting an Unbelievably Good Color TV Picture

The Newest!—Counters for Hobbyists
Plus a Report on Heath's New Low-Cost Frequency Counter Kit
Discover how fast and fascinating training at home with NRI can be

There is no end of opportunity for the trained man in Electronics. You can earn extra money in spare time, have your own full-time business, or qualify quickly for career positions in business, industry, government. Discover the ease and excitement of training at home with the leader — NRI. Discover how NRI job-simulated training gives you priceless confidence. Experience is still the best teacher, and that's what you get when you train for Electronics with NRI. Mail the postage-free card today for the new NRI Color Catalog. No obligation. No salesman will call. NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016.

(In Canada write: NRI Rep., 330 Progress Ave., Scarborough, Ont.)

NRI has trained more men for Electronics than any other school

RONALD L. WOOD, Fargo, N.D., holds a First Class FCC License and is employed as a studio and master control engineer/technician with station KXJB-TV. He wrote to NRI to say, “Many thanks to NRI for the Electronics training I have received.”

RANDY ACERMAN, Camden, N.J. has his own TV service business. He is the official TV repair center for the Radio Shack store and Goodyear Tire Co. in his area. He says, “I have seen other schools’ texts and most can’t hold a candle to NRI lessons.”

CRAIG D. SPARKS, Cambridge, Mass., is a Communications technician for AT&T Long Lines Dept. “I was hired because of my NRI training. I was given credit for 18 months experience and my starting pay raised. They were impressed NRI trained me well enough to get a First Class FCC License.”

The NRI pioneering “discovery” method of home study is the result of more than half a century of simplifying, organizing, dramatizing subject matter. You learn by doing in each of NRI’s major courses, demonstrating theory you read in “bite-size” texts programmed with lab equipment you build and use. Electronics comes alive in a unique, easy-to-understand, fascinating way. You learn with your hands as well as your head. The “why” of circuitry and equipment operations comes clear through demonstration. You gain experience with solid-state devices as well as conventional tube circuits. You progress rapidly to the ultimate goal of NRI training — to make you employable in Electronics by giving you experience equivalent to months, even years, of on-the-job training.
Pick your field of ELECTRONICS

Now NRI offers you 15 ways to train at home in spare time

NRI training plans cover the most important, most exciting areas of opportunity open to you in Electronics today. FREE NRI CATALOG will give you details on courses briefly described here. Mail the card. No salesman will call. NRI Electronics Division, Washington, D.C. 20016.

TV-RADIO SERVICING (WITH COLOR)
Learn to fix all TV sets. Course includes your choice of black-and-white or Color TV training equipment. Also learn to fix radios, stereo, hi-fi, etc. A profitable field full or part-time.

ADVANCED COLOR TV
For men who know black & white TV circuitry, 18 lessons, 50 experiments cover all circuits including set-up alignment. Only Color course with equipment specifically designed for training. End product is your own set.

COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS *
ELECTRONICS—Teaches and provides actual practice in operation, service, maintenance of AM, FM and TV broadcasting stations. Also covers marine, aviation, mobile radio, facsimile, microwave, radar.

COMPLETE COMPUTER ELECTRONICS
All-new program trains you for this high-pay, growing field. Learn both hardware and programming principles as you build your own fully operable and programmable computer.

FCC LICENSE *
Prepares you for First Class FCC Radiotelephone License exams. You begin with fundamentals, advance to required subjects covering equipment, procedures.

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
From basic principles to computers. Comprehensive training teaches fundamentals, then takes you into such modern-day miracles as servos, telemetry, multi-plexing, phase circuitry, others.

BASIC ELECTRONICS
A concise course in Electronic terminology and components. A wealth of useful information to help you better understand the field. For anyone who wants a basic understanding of Radio-TV Electronics.

* MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
You MUST PASS your FCC License exam (any Communications course marked) or NRI refunds in full the tuition you have paid.

ELECTRONICS FOR AUTOMATION
Not for beginners, but for men with some knowledge of Electronics who want an understanding of process control, ultrasonics, telemetry and remote control, electromechanical measurements, other subjects.

MATH FOR ELECTRONICS
Designed for the man now working in Electronics, to help him with everyday problems. An ideal "refresher" course for the advanced technician.

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS *
Prepares you to install, maintain, service direction finders, ranges, markers, Loran, Shoran, Radar landing systems. Earn your FCC License with Radar Endorsement.

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS *
Learn to install and maintain mobile transmitters and receivers used by police and fire departments, public utilities, construction firms, taxis, etc. Prepares for FCC License.

MARINE ELECTRONICS *
Covers transmitters, direction finders, depth indicators. Radar, Sonar, other equipment on commercial ships, pleasure boats. Prepares for FCC License with Radar Endorsement.

AMATEUR RADIO
Includes all new lessons and training equipment so you can build your own 3-band phone/cw receiver and transmitter. Basic and Advanced training prepares you for FCC Novice, Advanced and Extra Class Licenses.

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE REPAIR
Prepares you quickly to repair all types of appliances, including small gas engines, power tools, etc. An easy, practical course leading to profitable part-time or full-time business of your own.

AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION
Offered as an optional addition to the Electrical Appliance Repair course. Covers home and commercial refrigeration and all types of air conditioning units.

GET FACTS ABOUT GI BILL
If you have served in the Armed Forces since January 31, 1955, or are in service now, check GI line in the postage-free card.
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THE GREAT NEW "45"

Looking for the mobile antenna that outperforms the others? Get the "Super 45". You'll see why Shakespeare, the fiberglass pioneer, is the leader in fine antennas.

Shakespeare

Industrial Sales Division

Jefferson Square • P. O. Drawer 246, Columbia, S. C. 29202 • (803-779-5800)
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Prepare now for a successful future!

266 ICS COURSES

Earn more money, enjoy greater security and faster promotion — and gain all the satisfaction of doing a job well that you like to do. Check the list of 266 ICS career opportunities for a better future. You receive individual instruction, success-proved training you can apply immediately. And you earn the famous ICS diploma. Don't waste time! Send the coupon today for FREE information on a brighter career the ICS way!

LEADERS IN THE ICS SUCCESS PARADE . . .

ACCOUNTING
Accounting (U.S.A.)
Accounting (Canadian) for Business
Programs
Accounting for Men's
Business
Auditing
Business Law (U.S.A.)
Canadian Business Courses
Cost Accounting
CPA Review
Industrial Accounting
Junior Office Accounting
Public Accounting
Small Business
Accounting (U.S.A.)

STARTING AND MANAGING A SMALL BOOKKEEPING SERVICE

ARCHITECTURE
Architecture and Designing
Architecture and Drafting
Architectural Drawing
Building Contractor
Building Estimator
Building Inspector
Building Practice
Carpentry and Millwork
House Planning and Designing
Interior Decorating
Office Planning for Pleasure

BUSINESS
Sales
Advertising
Business Administration
Business Practice (Cond.)
Canadian Business Course
Direct Mail and Mail Order
Industrial Psychology
Inventory Control
Magazine & Newspaper
Advertising
Managing a Retail Business
Managing a Small Store
Marketing
Marketing Management
Modern Executive Management
Office Administration
Office Management
Office Management
Office Management
Purchasing Agent
Retail & Local Advertising
Retail Bus. Management
Retail Merchandising
Retail Selling
Retail Systems and Procedures
Analysis

BUSINESS: SALES
Creative Salesmanship
Real Estate Salesmanship
Salesmanship
Sales Management

BUSINESS: SUPERVISION
Advanced Management
Basic Management
Industrial Personnel
Industrial Supervision
Management, Supervision
and Sales
Modern Woman as a Supervisor
Personnel Development
Personnel-Labor Relations

BUSINESS: ELECTRICAL
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Instrument Work
Electrical Instrument Tech.
Electrical Motor Repairman
Electrical Plant Operator
Electrical Power Plant Operation
Steam Plant Operator

BUSINESS: CHEMICAL
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Laboratory
Chemical Technology
Chemical Process Equipment
Chemical Process Operator
Electrical Energy
General Chemistry
Instrumental Laboratory
Analysis

BUSINESS: ELECTRONIC
Civil Engineering
Construction Eng'g. Tech.
Highway Engineering Tech.
Principles of Surveying
Reading Highway Maps
Reading Structural Plans
Sanitary Engineering Tech.
Seagull Plant Operator
Structural Eng'g. Tech.
Surveying and Mapping
Water Works Operator

COMPUTERS
Fundamentals of Computer Programming
COBOL Programming
Fortran Programming for Engineers
Programming for Digital Computers
Programmable the IBM
1401 Computer
Programmable the IBM
System/300 Computer
Introduction

DRAFTING
Aircraft Drafting
Architecture Drafting
Design Drafting
Drilling Technology
Electrical Drafting
Electronic Drafting
Electronics Drafting
Electronics Drafting
Mechanical Drafting
Mechanical Drafting
Pressure-Vessel and Tank
Front Reading

Sheet Metal Layout for
Structural Drafting

ELECTRICAL
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering for
Electronics Option
Electrical Power Plant Operation
Electric Power Plant Operation
Steam Plant Operator
Steam Plant Operator

MECHANICAL
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

METALLURGICAL
Metallurgical Engineering

MACHINE SHOP
Machinist
Millwright

MACHINIST
Machinist

INSTRUCTIONAL
Instructor

INSTRUCTOR: TECHNICIANS
Technicians
Technicians
Technicians
Technicians

INSTRUCTIONAL: TECHNICIANS
Technicians
Technicians
Technicians
Technicians

PLUMBING
Plumber
Plumber

PLUMBER
Plumber
Plumber

PLUMBER: TECHNICIANS
Technicians
Technicians
Technicians

POLICE
Police Officer

POLICE: TECHNICIANS
Technicians
Technicians

PULP AND PAPER
Pulp and Paper Technology

PULP AND PAPER: TECHNICIANS
Technicians
Technicians

SECRETARIAL
Secretary

SECRETARIAL: TECHNICIANS
Technicians
Technicians

STEAM AND DIESEL POWER
Steamfitter

STEAM AND DIESEL POWER: TECHNICIANS
Technicians
Technicians

TEXTILES
Textile Engineer

TEXTILES: TECHNICIANS
Technicians
Technicians

TRAFFIC
Traffic Control

TRAFFIC: TECHNICIANS
Technicians
Technicians

VETERANS FOR TUTION REFUND
Veteran

VETERANS FOR TUTION REFUND: TECHNICIANS
Technicians
Technicians

ICS
International Correspondence
Schools
Division of Intext

ICS, Scranton, Pa. 18515
Canadian residents: Send coupon to Scranton.
Our attitude in Canada will reply.

September, 1971
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Feedback from Our Readers
Write to: Letters Editor, Electronics Illustrated, One Astor Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10036

LATE CONTESTER
I heard about your contest where the top DXer gets to choose his favorite country and then you pick up the tab to fly him there. But I can't find your July issue anymore and I don't want to miss out on all the fun. Where can I turn for help?

Paul Martinez
Houston, Texas

Right inside, Paul.

KB4 TO SSTV
I read your story on SSTV (BUDGET TELEVISION FOR HAMS, July '71 EI) and I find it a fascinating facet to an exciting hobby. Can I show a lot of live action such as a polo match or a train wreck?

Charles B. Snyder
Los Angeles, Calif.

Well C.B.S., (Dig those initials), we don't advise it. The result will undoubtedly be a smear. The slow scanning rate is good for sports like, uh, well, like chess.

SCA AND THE LAW
Your May '71 issue carries a story on building an SCA adapter (BUILD OUR SCA ADAPTOR) that raises several questions of legality. For instance, I have read that if you are found with one of these things in your home you are subject to a stiff fine. You wouldn't let your readers in for a stint in the pokey, would you?

Zachary Muse
Trenton, N.J.

Talk about a Pandora's box! Everyone seems to be concerned about being thrown in the hoosegow for playing some corny music. Technically there may be some basis to what you say. But it is also against the law for you to tell your wife what your mother-in-law just said on the phone (Secrecy of Communications Act). You don't see anyone jumping out of the closet and arresting you, do you? So, don't sweat the SCA bit. If you're so neurotic, you're going to need something to calm you down, so it might as well be SCA.

FUZZ FLYING TV
Caught your recent story about the police bands in UHF (THE FUZZ FLIES TO UHF, July '71 EI) and it was a groove. Very informative. Actually, I've been digging the action for some time now, using an old UHF converter for my TV set. Works just fine and when I get tired I can turn on Mister Rogers on one of the neighboring educational channels.

Ron Sullivan

MAGNETIC EXPRESS
Hooray for the Electric Car (WE GO FOR THE WORLD'S LAND SPEED RECORD, July '71 EI). It's about time somebody came up with a non-polluting machine. It reminds me of those old movies where the hero would hang onto a big magnet and drag himself behind a truck. Now that's what I call clean driving.

Stanley S. Teamer
New York, N.Y.
Don't waste your life in a dead-end job!

Become a well-paid computer programmer—this free McGraw-Hill booklet tells you how.

Now you can train at home, in your spare time, for a career in this new, exciting field.

More than 50,000 programmers are needed now; many more will be needed within the next few years.

No college or technical background required. All you need is a logical mind and proper training. People from virtually every walk of life have found success in computer programming.

This new course has been developed by experts. CREI/McGraw-Hill has trained thousands of men and women for better jobs through home study and has an unmatched reputation in educational circles.

FREE BOOKLET
Mail coupon for your copy today or write:
CREI, Dept. P2209B, 3224 16th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010

How to prepare for a bright new future in computer programming

CREI, Continuing Education Division, McGraw-Hill, Inc. Dept. P2209B -3224 Sixteenth St., N.W., Wash., D.C. 20010

Please mail me FREE booklet with complete information on how I can learn computer programming at home. I have a high school diploma or the equivalent.

Name:_________________________ Age:_________________________
Address:________________________ State:________________________
City:_________________________ Zip:________________________
☐ G.I.Bill
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sound off while the speeding ticket is being written out?

Pete Skillman
Schenectady, N.Y.

They give you sufficient warning to safely drop your speed 5, maybe 8 mph before you enter the speed-meter clocking zone. If you're doing the Mario Andretti act in a 30-mpg zone, forget it.

At 6:15 A.M. on 3300 kc I heard a woman reading the following numbers which I have translated from her Spanish: 2847 5756 3969 7929 4574 7323. This was probably a secret spy message and I was wondering if you could get it deciphered for me.

P. M.
Cleveland, Ohio

P.M., you missed part of the message. The beginning goes, "This portion of Sesame Street is brought to you by the numbers . . ."

I have been repairing my own eight-track tapes for a while now and I have found the biggest problem to be the splicing torn ends. Besides an automatic splicer, is there an easy way to do this?

T.J.O.
Denham, Mass.

You can get special splicing tape but I have had pretty good luck with Scotch Magic Tape (household variety). Just snip the ends of the recording tape diagonally so they match, stick on the sticky stuff and trim off the excess.

I missed that experimental station KC2-X10 which you commented on a few months back, but here's one I'd sure like to nail down. It uses the callsign KB2XYO and is heard on about 8 mc.

Harry Marx
New Iberia, La.

You picked up an experimental transmis-

[Continued on page 10]
WHY
AREN'T YOU LISTENING TO THE 2 EXTRA CHANNELS
IN YOUR STEREO RECORDS, TAPES, AND FM BROADCASTS?

There is four channel material already present on most of your stereo records, tapes, and FM broadcasts but you are listening to only two of them! Add the Lafayette Dynaquad* 4-Channel Adapter to your present stereo receiver or amplifier and two additional speakers and you will experience the exciting difference of four channel sound NOW! During a stereo recording session, the microphones pick up two types of sounds: direct and reflected, both of which are always included on a stereo recording. When played back in a conventional 2-channel stereo system, the reflected sounds are masked by the louder direct sounds coming from each of the two front speakers. The Lafayette Dynaquad Adapter recovers and separates the reflected sound from the direct sound. This dramatic new sound dimension is achieved with all existing stereo program sources without the need for any additional amplifiers!

So...why listen to only two channels when you can hear music the way it was meant to be heard with FOUR CHANNEL from LAFAYETTE? Price $29.95!!!

*Exclusive Licensee of Dynaco

FREE! LAFAYETTE
1972 CATALOG #720

1972 Catalog 720
just off the Press!
468 pages

- 4-Channel Stereo Equipment
- Stereo Hi-Fi Systems
- CB Gear • PA Equipment
- Tape Recorders and Players
- Auto Accessories • TV's
- Test Equipment
- plus more...

Your One Dependable Source For Everything In Electronics
Lafayette Radio Electronics Dept. 29081
P.O. Box 10, Syosset. L.I., N.Y. 11791

Send me FREE Lafayette Catalog 720 29081
Name
Address
City
State
Zip
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Uncle Tom's Corner

Continued from page 8

ter operated by Hy Gain Electronics in Lincoln, Neb. They operate on 2232, 8000 and 21357 kc and use the rig for testing antennas for the U.S. Navy. If you write to them for a QSL, tell them Uncle Tom sent you. They're old buddies of mine.

★ Your picture always shows you smoking a cigarette. Don't you read the newspapers? Mrs. Virginia Tuttle Golconda, Nev.

Yes, but my picture doesn't.

★ For several years now I've heard talk of an incident involving an SWL radio program series that was on shortwave station WRUL (now WNYW) back in the early 60s. Somehow or other you were involved—I think! What happened, or is it a lot of talk?

Howie Grannito Duncan, S.C.

The story is that when I went to work as editor of the old DXing Horizons magazine, the publication had a weekly series on that station. My first editorial assignment was to do a story on Radio Swan and its CIA operations. We uncovered many things which led us to believe there was some sort of CIA relationship with WRUL. Just as a lark, we sent WRUL a tape for the broadcast which mentioned our forthcoming Radio Americas story. We mentioned the CIA ties but didn't say anything about WRUL on the program. Nevertheless, WRUL refused to broadcast the program and cancelled the entire series. Funny about that.

★ In my search of surplus shops I recently came across a receiver which covers 375 mc all the way up to 1,000 mc in one shot. It's a Stoddart NM-50A and the price is about $300. Can you offer any advice on this set? The several surplus dealers I've asked say they are plentiful but that they don't have any real data on it.


[Continued on page 14]
Seven new Heathkit improvement ideas for home or shop

NEW! Heathkit IR-18M 10" chart recorder kit provides 12 different chart speeds...instant pushbutton selection from 5 sec./in. to 200 min./in. Digital logic delivers accuracy unobtainable with ordinary graphical methods. Two input ranges permit accurate measurements from 0.1 & 0-10 mV full scale. Hi-Z input minimizes loading. 3-terminal floating input. Light-operated modulator eliminates problems of a moving modulator...operates at 240 Hz to reduce 60 Hz noise. Internal temperature-stabilized reference voltage eliminates troublesome reference battery. Coarse & Fine zero controls allow fast, accurate pen positioning. Other features, versatile pen holder that accepts virtually any writing instrument & hinged top for easy paper loading. For the best value going in a chart recorder, order your IR-18M now. Kit IR-18M, 15 lbs. 149.95*

NEW! GR-371MX 25" solid-state ultra-rectangular color TV. Check out the competition for standard features like these: 25" square corner Matrix picture tube for the biggest, brightest, sharpest color picture ever...high resolution circuitry plus adjustable video peaking...Automatic Fine Tuning...pushbutton channel advance..."Instant-On" Automatic Chroma Control...factory assembled 3-stage solid-state IF & VHF & UHF tuners for superior reception, even under marginal conditions...adjustable noise limiting & gated AGC...adjustable long control...hi-fi sound output to internal speaker or your hi-fi system. Plus your choice of installation in one of the three beautiful Heath cabinets or custom wall mounting capability. And the exclusive Heath self-service features let you do all normal adjustment & servicing, saving hundreds of dollars in service costs. If you want the finest, this is it...order your 371MX now. Kit GR-371MX, 125 lbs. 579.95*

NEW! GD-28 microwave oven...the modern way to prepare food. Cooks up to 70% faster with better vitamin retention. Cooks on glass, ceramics, even paper plates. Low profile design fits under cupboards easily, yet has one of the largest oven capacities in the industry. Operates anywhere on standard 120 VAC current. Kit includes specially prepared cookbook. Kit GD-29, 97 lbs. 379.95* Roll-around cart gives even more mobility. Model GDA-29-1, 24.95*

NEW! IB-102 Scaler and IB-101 Frequency Counter combination give you frequency measurement capability to 175 MHz at low, low cost. IB-101 counts from 1 Hz to over 15 MHz. Hz/KHz range & overrange indicator let you make an 8-digit measurement down to the last Hz in seconds. 5-digit cold-cathode readout...extremely low input triggering...all solid-state with 26 ICs, 8 transistors. NEW IB-102 Frequency Scaler can be used with virtually any counter on the market to extend your measurement capability well into the VHF range...at a price far below the cost of a 175 MHz counter. 10.1 and 100:1 scaling ratios give resolution down to 10 Hz...1:1 ratio provides fixed 4-thru-counting for frequencies in range of counter. Exclusive Heath input circuit triggers at very low levels - at 100 MHz less than 30 mV is needed. A handy Test switch gives a quick, accurate check of proper operation. All solid-state; fully regulated supplies; convenient carrying handle/till stand. Extend your frequency measurement capability now with these two new kits. Kit IB-101, 7 lbs. 199.95* Kit IB-102, 7 lbs. 99.95*

NEW! IO-102 solid-state 5" scope ideally suited for general purpose service & design work. Features wide DC-5 MHz response, 30 mV/cm sensitivity and 80 ns rise time. Switch-selected AC or DC coupling for greater versatility. Frequency-compensated 3-position attenuator. FET input provides hi-Z to minimize circuit loading. Recurrent, automatic-sync type sweep provides five ranges from 10 Hz to 500 kHz with vernier. External horizontal and sync inputs are also provided. One volt P-P output provides an accurate comparison voltage source. Additional features include a big 5" CRT with high visibility trace; 6x10 cm ruled graticule that can be replaced with a standard camera mount; solid-state zener-regulated supplies for extra display stability and 120/240 VAC operation. An excellent all-around scope that belongs on your bench now. Kit IO-102, 29 lbs. 119.95*

NEW! IM-105 solid-state portable VOM...an extremely rugged, highly accurate, low cost meter for hundreds of applications. High impact Lexan® case and ruggedized diode & fuse protected tail-band meter movement will suffer extreme abuse and still maintain specifications. 95% wide viewing area provides high resolution. 3% DC accuracy, 4% AC accuracy; 3% DC current accuracy. Temperature compensated 8 DCV ranges from 0.25 to 5000 V full scale...7 ACV ranges from 2.5 to 5000 V full scale...6 DC current ranges from 0.05 mA to 10 A full scale...5 ohms ranges from x1 to x10k with center scale factor of 20...5 dB ranges from -10 to +50 dB. Other features include DC polarity reversal switch; front panel thumbwheel ohms zero; self-aligning handle and fast, easy assembly. A lot of meter at a little cost...that's the new IM-105. Order yours now. Kit IM-105, 7 lbs., 47.95*

See these kits at your local Heathkit Electronic Center or send for Free Catalog

CALIF.: Anaheim, 330 E. Ball Road, El Cerrito, 6000 Potrero Avenue, La Mesa, 8363 Center Drive, Los Angeles, 2309 S. Flower St., Redwood City, 2001 Middlefield Rd., Woodside Mills, 22504 Venture Blvd.; CBR.; Denver, 5540 W. 38th Ave., Col., Atlanta, 5285 Roswell Road, Ill., Chicago, 3467-65 W. Devon Ave.; Downers Grove, 224 Ogden Ave.; N.J., Hackensack, 35324 Nicholson Lane; Miss., Wellsburg, 650 W. Westchester St.; Mich., Detroit, 18645 W. Eight Mile Rd.; Minn., Hopkins, 101 Shady Oak Rd.; N.Y., St. Louis, 9290 Grandview Ave.; N.J., Fair Lawn, 35-07 Broadway (Rt. 4); N.C., Jordan, Li., 15 Jericho Turnpike, New York, 35 W. 45th Street; Minn., Cleveland, 5644 Pearl Rd.; Windham, 1033 Springfield Pike; Pa., Philadelphia, 6318 Roosevelt Blvd.; Pittsburgh, 3462 William Penn Hwy.; Texas, Dallas, 2135 Ross Avenue, Houston, 3705 Westheimer, Wash., Seattle, 2221 Third Ave.; Wis., Milwaukee, 5215 W. Fond Du Lac.

Retail Heathkit Electronic Center prices slightly higher to cover shipping, local stock, consultation and demonstration facilities. Local service also available whether you purchase locally or by factory mail order.
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FREE... Any 3 Stereo LPs or
WITH NO OBLIGATION

Counts as 2 records
68023 WOODSTOCK TWO
(2 record set)
Cotil LP, BTR, CASS

Counts as 2 records
3114 DIONNE WARWICK
(2 record set)
Scepter LP, BTR, CASS

42133 JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
(2 record set)
Decca LP, BTR, CASS

66765 ELTON JOHN
Tumblewood Connection
Uni LP, BTR, CASS

66326 BOBBY SHERMAN
Four Way Street
Metro LP, BTR, CASS

68030 CROSBY, STILLS, & NASH
& YOUNG
Three of a Perfect Seven
(2 record set)
Atlan LP, BTR, CASS

See for yourself why over 1 1/2 million record and tape collectors paid $5 to join Record Club of America when other record or tape clubs would have accepted them free.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Average Club Price</th>
<th>List Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andy Williams</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Murray</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed Ames</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001: A Space Odyssey</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>2.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Travers</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creedence Clearwater Revival</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Davis</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love Story—Soundtrack</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry Como—It's Impossible</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloodrock</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santana—Abraxas</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst of Jefferson Airplane</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TYPICAL “EXTRA DISCOUNT” SALE

- $4.98 LPs average as low as $1.98
- $5.98 LPs average as low as $2.25
- $6.98 LPs average as low as $2.58

Savings of 63% or more from recent Club sales up to $4.42 per LP. Start these great savings now... not after you fulfill your obligation like the other clubs.

Please respond to the Exclusive Invitation from Record Club of America—The World’s Largest Record and Tape Club.
TO BUY ANYTHING EVER!

Yes, take your pick of these great hits right now! Choose any 3 Stereo LPs (worth up to $20.94) or any 1 Stereo Tape (cardboard or cassette, worth up to $13.96) FREE...as your welcome gift from Record Club of America when you join at the low lifetime membership fee of $5.00. You can defer your selection of FREE items and choose from an expanded list later if you can't find 3 LPs or 1 Tape here. We make this amazing offer to introduce you to the only record & tape club offering guaranteed discounts of 33 1/3% to 75% on all labels—with no obligation or commitment to buy anything ever. As a member of this one-of-a-kind club you will be able to order any record or tape commercially available, on every label—including all musical preferences. No automatic shipments, no cards to return. We ship only what you order. Moneyback guarantee if not satisfied.

**RECORD CLUB OF AMERICA** - The World's Lowest Priced Record and Tape Club
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**Uncle Tom’s Corner**

*Continued from page 10*

Actually, it was designed to trace down RFI (interference) and it is really not intended for communications work, although technically, I guess, it must be considered a receiver. Its bandwidth is a megacycle wide at 375 mc, and gets wider as the frequency increases; the sensitivity is a poor 10 μv. Nevertheless, it’s worth about three-grand factory fresh and more than $1,000 on the surplus market. My guess is that the one you have located has none of the books and charts which are necessary to find out how to work the set. Rigs in that condition are plentiful and are next to worthless unless you are an electronic engineer.

★ I’ve read and reread all of the many problems facing the CB radio service and I’ve seen scores of suggestions on straightening out the mess. I must confess that I still don’t really understand what the whole crazy mess is all about. Does anybody?  
Carl Werner  
Avon, Mass.

There are only three people who really understand it. One is dead. One went insane. And I don’t want to talk about it.

★ As a news reporter I get the opportunity to cover some pretty hairy events. At some of the more spectacular, such as accidents, aircraft crashes etc., I see American Red Cross mobile units on the scene. All of them have radio communications equipment in use and I was wondering if you could find out the Red Cross channels in Kentucky. The antennas are low-band (30 to 50 mc) jobs.  
Eric Varden, Sr.  
Lexington, Ky.

The Red Cross uses the same channel throughout the country, 47.42 mc.

★ I’ve had several of my DX reports to Radio Peking bounce because of improper address. Aren’t they in Mainland China anymore? How do I get a letter there?  
Max Waters  
Bellingham, Wash.

[Continued on page 25]
OUR SHORT-WAVE RADIOS COVER THE WORLD

S-120A, "Star Quest"
SHORT-WAVE
General coverage and special frequency receivers. A range of models stretching across every known frequency used in communications and entertainment. Prices range from $59.95

SX-133

S-240

S-21A

SX-122A
AMATEUR
Transceivers and communications systems that give you the maximum in power, range, sensitivity, coverage—all around performance. Unrivaled advanced-engineering features in the price range that fits your needs. Prices to $1545

CR-44A, "Ranger"

CRX-101, -106, -107
MONITORS
Table model and hand-held tunable solid-state receivers. High-performance superheterodyne units of high sensitivity and selectivity for aviation, marine, and industry/public service coverage. Prices from $39.95

SR-2000

SR-400

HA-1A

HA-20
ACCESSORIES
Power supplies, antennas, filters, keyers, remote VFO/VSFR console, speakers, learning and practice systems—all the key elements for top enjoyment, maximum professionalism, are yours at their best from your Hallicrafters distributor.

MAP COURTESY OF RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK, INC.

400 HICKS ROAD
ROLLING MEADOWS, ILLINOIS 60008

THE NEW HALICRAFTERS WORLD TIME DIAL & FREQUENCY CHART
Only $1.00 each, postpaid, to readers of this publication. Please send me ___ dial charts.
Enclosed is my check $ , money order $ for $.___.00
In full payment, including postage and handling.
PLEASE PRINT

Name:
Address:
City_ State_ Zip_
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10 Reasons why RCA Home Training is your best investment for a rewarding career in electronics:

Performing transistor experiments on programmed breadboard - using oscilloscope
LEADER IN ELECTRONICS TRAINING
When you think of electronics, you immediately think of RCA... a name that stands for dependability, integrity, and pioneering scientific advances. For over half a century, RCA Institutes, Inc., a subsidiary of RCA, has been a leader in technical training.

RCA AUTOTEXT TEACHES ELECTRONICS FASTER, EASIER, ALMOST AUTOMATICALLY
Beginner or refresher, AUTOTEXT, RCA Institutes' own method of programmed Home Training will help you learn electronics more quickly and with less effort, even if you've had trouble with conventional learning methods in the past.

WELL PAID JOBS ARE OPEN TO MEN SKILLED IN ELECTRONICS
RCA Institutes is doing something positive to help men with an interest in electronics to qualify for rewarding jobs in this fascinating field. There are challenging new fields that need electronics technicians... new careers such as computers, automation, television, space electronics where the work is interesting and earnings are greater.

WIDE CHOICE OF CAREER PROGRAMS
Start today on the electronics career of your choice. On the attached card is a list of "Career Programs", each of which starts with the amazing AUTOTEXT method of programmed instruction. Look the list over, pick the one best suited to you and check it off on the card.

SPECIALIZED ADVANCED TRAINING
For those already working in electronics or with previous training, RCA Institutes offers advanced courses. You can start on a higher level without wasting time on work you already know.

PERSONAL SUPERVISION THROUGHOUT
All during your program of home study, your training is supervised by RCA Institutes experts who become personally involved in your efforts and help you over any "rough spots" that may develop.

HANDS-ON TRAINING
To give practical application to your studies, a variety of valuable RCA Institutes engineered kits are included in your program. You get over 250 projects and experiments and as many as 22 kits in some programs. Each kit is complete in itself. You never have to take apart one piece to build another. They're yours to keep and use on the job.

FCC LICENSE TRAINING— MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
Take RCA's Communications Career program—or enter with advanced standing and prepare immediately for your 1st, 2nd, or 3rd class FCC Radio Telephone License examinations. RCA Institutes money-back agreement assures you of your money back if you fail to pass the FCC examination taken within 6 months after completing the course.

CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS
You get a selection of low-cost tuition plans. And, we are an eligible institution under the Federally Insured Student Loan Program.

RCA INSTITUTES IS FULLY ACCREDITED
RCA Institutes is an accredited member of the National Home Study Council. Licensed by N.Y. State—courses of study and instructional facilities are approved by the State Education Department.

VETERANS: TRAIN UNDER NEW GI BILL
SEND ATTACHED POSTAGE PAID CARD TODAY! FREE DESCRIPTIVE BOOK YOURS WITHOUT OBLIGATION!

If reply card is detached, send this coupon today.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
DEPT. 234-009-1
320 W. 31 ST.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10001

Please send me FREE illustrated career catalog. I understand that I am under no obligation.

Name
Address
City
State ZIP
Age
Veterans: Check here 

Construction of Multimeter.

Construction of Oscilloscope.

Temperature experiment with transistors.

September, 1971
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B EHOLD the Four-Channel Wars. Lafayette Radio has plunged into the combat with the LA-44 four-channel amplifier (top) and Dynaquad 4-Channel Adapter (right). LA-44 has 25 watts per channel (rms) for four discrete sources. Dynaquad adapter uses ambient info on all two-channel programming to produce four-channel sound. $220 and $30 respectively. Lafayette Radio, Syosset, N.Y. 11791.

**Electronic Marketplace**

**Light Reading.** In addition to digital readout, Triplett has added a half-digit feature for decimal readings. Model 6028 Digital VOM has push-button function selection, 100 per cent over-range and AC freq. compensator. $275. Triplett, Bluffton, Ohio 45187.

**Movin' CB.** Dynascan's Cobra 6 is designed for mobile use. It has six-channel capability (one crystal supplied), illuminated power/S meter, ANL pushbutton channel selection, external speaker jack and 117-V power pack for base use is optional. Dynascan Corp., 1801 W. Belle Plaine Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60613.
These books show you HOW!

Outboard Motor Service Manuals, 5th Ed.
Step-by-step repair and maintenance information for specific models in the most popular U. S. and foreign makes. Covers everything from tune-ups to complete overhauls. Each volume includes a special section on design fundamentals and operating principles. Profusely illustrated.
Vol. 1. Motors under 30 H. P. Order 20791, only ....... $5.95
Vol. 2. Motors over 30 H. P. Order 20792, only ....... $5.95
2-Volume Set. Order 20793, only ......... $10.50

Snowmobile Service Manual. 4th Ed.
Completely updated to include virtually all 1968 and a number of 1970 models, as well as older machines in operation today. Covers specific models in 34 popular makes. Provides detailed instructions for tune-ups, and for every phase of repair and maintenance. Includes comprehensive section on snowmobile engine design and operating principles.
Order 20825, only ......... $5.95

TV Servicing Made Easy, 2nd Ed.
by Wayne Lemon. Fully updated to cover the latest advances in TV circuitry, including the new transistor and integrated circuits; also provides new data on tube-type sets, both black-and-white and color. Includes an entire new chapter on unusual color TV circuits. Through the use of basic equipment and simple test procedures, this book shows how servicing helps diagnose and solve troubles quickly in type or transistor-type TV receivers, either monochrome or color.
Order 20811, only ....... $5.25

ABC's of Short-Wave Listening, 3rd Ed.
by Len Buckwalter. Completely updated to provide an introduction to the exciting world of short-wave listening, which includes international broadcasts, amateur voice and code operations, police and emergency transmissions, commercial aircraft and marine communications, and, now, signals from orbiting spacecraft. Describes the programs available; provides practical advice on receivers and antennas; explains how to get the most out of short-wave listening.
Order 20797, only ........ $2.95

Boolean Algebra
by John Potter Shields. This book clearly explains the fundamentals of electricity and magnetism, and introduces the reader to their fascinating properties through a series of novel experiments. These range from a ground telephone and electric arc to a miniature lightning generator and synchronous motor. The experiments range from entertainment to security. Each experiment is easy to perform; parts costs are minimal. This is truly a rewarding book for the experimentalist. Order 20794, only ........ $3.50

Novel Experiments With Electricity
by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
Send books checked at right $ ....... enclosed (please include sales tax where applicable).
\[ \square \text{Send FREE 1971 Sams Book Catalog} \]
Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ________ State ________ Zip ________

ORDER FROM:

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268

International Code Training System
by International Teaching Systems, Inc.
Unique text and records/teach tape code faster and with greater speed and accuracy, than any other method known. Special programmed charts make it unnecessary to memorize code characters the old-fashioned way. Practical exercises help develop sending and receiving speed up to 22 wpm! With three 33 1/3 rpm records.
Order 20138, only ........ $7.50
With pre-recorded tape cassette.
Order 20812, only ........ $10.95
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Tube Substitution Handbook. 14th Ed.
The most complete, up-to-date guide available to DIRECT substitution lists more than 12,000 direct substitutions in the following categories: American receiving tubes; picture tubes; miniature types; industrial types; communications and special-purpose tubes; foreign tubes. Instructions accompanying each section tell how to make proper substitutions. Includes valuable cross-reference between sections showing additional substitutions. An indispensable reference for everyone in electronics.
Order 20829 only ........ $1.75

99 Electronic Projects
by Herbert Friedman. The projects presented in this book provide both enjoyment and personal satisfaction for any electronics hobbyist. All of the circuits employ solid-state components of the hobby type, which are readily available at modest cost. The projects included are intended for practical use in the following fields: audio; automotive; home protection; CB, ham, and SW; musical instrumentation; and more. Each project offers practical application and a rewarding building experience.
Order 20818, only ........ $3.50

Boolean Algebra
by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

OUTBOARD MOTOR SERVICE MANUALS, 5TH ED.

These books show you HOW!
The best base station microphone in the world.

Turner +3

TURNER DIVISION
CONRAC CORPORATION
909 17th St. N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402

Electronic Marketplace

Radio Wristwatch. For those who need to know the exact time or just love to listen to hours of beeps, the SRT-1 Standard Time Receiver is your cup of tea. It features crystal control for WWV on 5, 10 and 15 mc. An adaptor for CHU in Canada is also available. Complete kit of parts is $74.95 and the wired version is $94.95 Caringeil Electronics, Inc., Box 327, Upland, Calif. 91786.

Unleavened Breadboard. If breadboarding new circuit designs is a problem, the EL Socket offers a handy cure. Just plug components in the sockets. Each terminal has five tie points; one for the component lead, three for connecting wires and one for a test probe. Use any wire between No. 22 and No. 26 gauge. The EL Socket is part number SK-10 from EL Instruments, Inc., 61 First St., Derby, Conn. 06418.

Electronics Illustrated
If you want more information about one or more of the products advertised in ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED, this service is for your convenience. The product information you request will be sent to you promptly free of charge.

Just complete the name and address portion of one of the handy coupons below and circle the PRODUCT INFORMATION SERVICE number or numbers you find beneath the advertisements in this issue.

Mail a completed coupon to ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED at the address shown—We’ll take care of the rest.
THICK rugs and solid-state circuits do not mix. If you build up a static charge as you walk across rugs, don’t touch FM radio or TV antennas while so charged. Make sure you discharge yourself to a radiator or something else first. These static charges have the ability to blow a front-end transistor if they are injected into the antenna.

Quick check for suspected leakage in a filter capacitor is to charge it up and then attach a neon tester to the leads. If there is little or no leakage the neon will stay lit. If the neon gradually goes out the filter is leaking badly.

Those little TVs can develop troubles you’ve never seen before. Case in point is the condition of circuit breakers constantly popping. The cause—the anode lead from the high-voltage system to the CRT is resting against the CRT aquadag coating. Every time it sparks it draws enough current to open the circuit breaker.

A good way to clean out dust in a chassis is with a dry paint brush and vacuum cleaner attachment. Brush the dust gently between the components and suck it up with the attachment. Exercise caution if the attachment is metal like many old ones are. Be sure the chassis is not plugged in! If it is and the vacuum and chassis have opposite polarity, sparks will fly that could damage the cleaner or you.

Trying to decide whether to build your test equipment into a neat wall? Don’t do it. Test equipment portability is a must in a service shop. Best bet is to build or buy some sort of roller cart to put all your large test pieces on and then roll the equipment around the shop. That’s a lot easier than trying to move a disassembled TV.

Lots of small appliances are purposely designed as throwaways. That’s why they seem almost impossible to repair. They are little economic booby traps unless you are careful. Try not to get hooked into losing money on these gadgets.

If you use a photocell to control your outdoor lights and the system does not function after an electrical storm, do not try an immediate repair. It is highly unlikely that the cell was hit by lightning. Photocells often become blinded by high-intensity light such as bright flashes. This difficulty usually wears off after a period of time and your cell should get its sight back in a short while.

New EICOCRAFT®
The electronic science project kits for beginners, sophistcates, educators, 42 kits to date.
FM-Wireless Mike $9.95.

New Cortina 2 Stereo Kits
The lowest-priced component quality high fidelity!
EICO 3780 5-Watt Silicon Solid State
FET AM-FM Stereo Receiver.
Kit $109.95, Wired $169.95.
Separate Tuner; 10-Watt Amplifier, each: Kit $69.95, Wired $109.95.

New Automotive Electronics
EICO 889 Solid State
Capacitive Ignition System.
Boost gas mileage up to 25%.
Life of points, plugs to
100,000 miles. Kit $29.95,
Wired $39.95.
EICO 888 Solid State Universal
Engine Analyzer. Tunes and
troubleshoots your car/boat
engine, the totally professional way.
Kit $49.95, Wired $69.95.

NEW SOLID STATE TEST INSTRUMENTS
The first and only solid state test equipment guaranteed for 5 years!
EICO 240 Solid State FET-TVM Kit
$19.95, Wired $79.95.
EICO 379 Solid State Sine/Square Wave Generator.
Kit $39.95, Wired $89.50.
EICO 242 Solid State FET-TVOM.
Kit $69.95, Wired $94.95.
EICO 150 Solid State Signal Tracer.
Kit $49.95, Wired $69.95.
EICO 330 Solid State RF Signal Generator.
Kit $29.95, Wired $49.95.

EICO Model 7100
true-balanced audio
color receiver
$229.95.

FREE 1971 SILVER ANNIVERSARY EICO CATALOG
Fill out Reader Service Card for
FREE catalog of 200 best buys offered by 2500 local
EICO dealers who give you top brands, technical counsel, off-the-shelf service.
25 Years of Leadership in Creative Electronics
EICO Electronic Instruments Co., Inc
283 Malta St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
(212) 949-1100.
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Mail to Peking should be addressed to the People's Republic of China because they refuse all letters addressed to Mainland China, Red China, Communist China or whatever. Likewise, mail to Radio Pyongyang should go to the Democratic People's Republic of Korea.

★ Here's a simple and basic question. Different stereo manufacturers rate their equipment with different wattage levels—peak power, IHF, rms, etc. This is sort of confusing to someone not too well up on these shadings of words. What's a suitable, non-complicated, guideline to use?

Ray C. Andrew, Jr.
APO, New York

To grossly oversimplify it for you, I would say to use the rms (sine wave or continuous) power rating as your prime consideration. And don't forget these other stereo buying facts: Stereo amplifier power ratings are the total of both channels (a 100-watt amplifier is 50 watts per channel). Also it's well to remember that an amplifier running with only 5-watts output will probably bust all the bases in the house. Don't get hung up on power output levels.

★ I remember seeing a ham radio station at the 1964 New York World's Fair but, nobody else seems to remember it. Can you help?

Kenneth R. Peach
Short Hills, N.J.

You're probably talking about the strange ARRL-sponsored debacle, K2US, which was located at the Pepsi Pavilion. Hidden away where few people would see it, it was all but impossible to be utilized by visiting ham operators because of the rudeness and security measures of the operators. Eventually somebody set up another station, W2USA, at the Venezuelan pavillion so that ham radio might get a fair shake at the Fair, however the station suffered a series of indignities (cut cables, sabotaged antennas, etc.) that forced it out of existence. If you were referring to K2US, then you were one of the few folks who saw it.
Johnson put it all together.

- low band and high band channels in any combination
- base and mobile operation with built-in power supply
- auto-scan with push-button "lock out" plus manual "lock in"

**new Duo-Scan™**

$169.95

Eight VHF FM channels, in any combination of high and/or low band, keep you on top of all the action. Operates mobile or base with performance features previously found only in professional public safety radio equipment. Two ceramic filters give unsurpassed adjacent channel rejection. Integrated circuit symmetrical limiting makes it really quiet. 0.4 μV sensitivity lets you hear what others miss. Powerful transistor audio produces clear, undistorted sound. The new Duo-Scan puts it all together, for just $169.95 (less crystals).

---

**Broadsides**

Pamphlets, booklets, flyers, application notes and bulletins available free or at low cost.

**HOPPING mad because you can't locate a defective part in a piece of gear after it's been left on awhile? Chemtronics offers a solution to this problem which they dub thermal intermittents. Not surprisingly, the prescription calls for some of their Super Frost Aid aerosol coolant. To supplement this advice the company has prepared a manual of service procedures centering around use of the big freeze. You may get a free copy of *The Cool Way to Find Thermal intermittents* from Chemtronics, Inc., 1260 Ralph Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

We've just received the 1971 catalog of a firm that we haven't heard from for a year. The company is Burnstein-Applebee and upon seeing their latest listings we were reminded of the specialty-store aura that the company has had for the last 40 years. They carry the entire amalgam of electronics found in many mail-order catalogs, with replacement parts, audio equipment, semi-conductors and TV antennas just a small sampling. They also have things like portable TVs and $12,000 tape recorders that make this extraordinary reading.

Write Burnstein-Applebee, 3199 Mercer St., Kansas City, Mo. 64111 for a free copy.

Staple items on the bookshelves of most designers and experimenters are the Technical Manuals published by RCA. They include complete data on such subjects as transistors, linear ICs,SCRs and solid-state hobby circuits. The total library now includes 11 titles, all of which are described in detail in a new flyer from RCA. It goes by the name of publication MF901-C and may be obtained at no charge from RCA Commercial Engineering, Harrison, N.J. 07029.

Full- or part-time servicing your bag? Or perhaps you're into experimenting in a serious way. Life will be much easier with a copy of GC Electronics' Catalog FR-71-72 handy. A sampling of the many things you'll lick your chops over are chemicals; alignment tools; electronic hardware; phono and tape recorder idler and drive wheels; CRT extension cables; the Audiotex line of stereo, phono and tape accessories; microphones; speakers—and, well you name it. Write to GC Electronics, Rockford, Ill. 61101.

Bargain time is here again. The Allied Radio Shack Spring/Summer catalog No. 212 proves it. Its 117 pages include the most popular equipment described in detail in their older catalog No. 300. Big things about the new catalog are the important price reductions on many items including Knight-Kits. Get a free copy by writing to Allied Radio Shack at 2725 W. 7th St., Fort Worth, Texas 76107.
Paint the fast, professional way with a trigger-fed Paint Roller

No more messy paint jobs... just fill the container and squeeze the trigger—that's all there is to it! This remarkable trigger-fed roller paints interior and exterior surfaces without annoying dripping or splattering and no more dipping pans... uses all types of paint—water base or oil base. Specially designed trigger pump keeps roller pad filled. All you do is squeeze the trigger now and then—paint comes from within only when you need it. Comes with a detachable 2-foot extension tube so you can reach those hard to get at places with ease, and a washable, reusable 100% Dynel roller cover. Satisfaction guaranteed. Only $14.95, plus 50¢ for postage.

MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

HAMILTON HOUSE
Cos Cob, Conn. 06807

Enclosed find $____. Please send me Trigger-Fed Paint Roller(s) at $14.95 each, plus 50¢ postage and handling. I understand that if I am not satisfied, I may return the paint roller for a complete refund.

☐ Charge to Master Charge No.

Name

Address

City State Zip
One third of America's best students never get past high school.

25 technical careers you can learn in 2 years or less.

You can help end the waste with this guide.

A lot of talented young people simply can’t afford four years of college.

But many could afford a year or two of technical education.

The problem is, they simply don't know that such programs exist. Or that men and women with technical educations are needed badly—and can easily make themselves fine careers.

This guide from the U. S. Office of Education tells the story.

It lists 25 technical careers.

Describes one- and two-year technical programs on the post-secondary level. Gives information on financial assistance.

To get information on quantity reprints for your students, write: Technicians, P.O. Box 313, Radio City Station, New York, N. Y. 10019.
By VICTOR KEYLOUN, M.D.

The human body depends upon electricity as much as the electric light. Yet we know little about how this complex system works.

September, 1971

O F ALL the truths and half-truths that have been voiced about the human body, it becomes easy to make glittering generalities about the nature of its existence. One would not be overstepping the bounds of known fact, however, if he were to say that the human body is the most complex electrical device known to man.

A fundamental understanding of electricity helps us to understand the functions of the body. Electricity is common to all living things, from the simplest cell to the phenomenally complex human brain. Electricity, in this context, means a flow of chemical energy with a resultant kinetic energy.

All matter is electrical in nature because of the protons and electrons in its atomic structure. When-
ever there is a difference in charge there is a basis for electricity or the flow of electrons. It is like a ball on the top of a hill; it will roll to the bottom of the hill because of a difference in potential. The proximity of certain metals produces electricity because of this difference in potential. This is the principle of a battery. The human body has innumerable examples of potential differences which result in electrical activity.

The amount of electricity in the human body is small. It can be measured by simple yet delicate electronic devices and is measured in millivolts or microvolts.

Electrical activity in the body is present in every cell, but for practical purposes is concentrated in three separate systems: the central nervous system; the heart, which also includes the chest as its container; and the muscles. Other systems may be included, but the applicability of this is too vague for a discussion such as this.

The central nervous system includes the brain, spinal cord and the nerves which go to and from it. A nerve is a cylindrical extension of a cell. Outside the cell is a solution of sodium salt or ordinary table salt. Inside there is a gelatin composed of potassium salt, or salt substitute. If one took a galvanometer or voltmeter and put one electrode on the cell and the other electrode in the cell there would be a difference of 90 millivolts with the outside being more positive.

As long as the membrane is intact, this polarity is maintained. When the nerve is activated, there is a sudden rush of sodium into the cell and the polarity reverses so that the inside of the nerve becomes positive for just a moment. Then there is a plateau phase. During this time the nerve cannot be activated no matter how much stimulus is applied. For instance, if you stub your toe and do it again quickly, it will seem to have occurred only once. This differs from wire in that with wire, any number of impulses can be transmitted as fast as they are applied. The next phase is repolarization, or the body coming to the rescue to put the sodium and potassium back on the proper side of the cell membrane. During this time the nerve can be stimulated again but a substantially stronger stimulus.

The Circuit Nobody Understands

This is a rendering of the nervous system in action. The sense organ receives the external signal and an impulse is sent to the sensory neuron. The impulse is then dispatched to the motor neuron across the synapse or bridge. The impulse then fires muscles.
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is necessary to fire the nerve. The last phase is the resting level, during which time the nerve may be fired by the usual level of stimulus.

There are many similarities between the electricity in bell circuit and the electricity in the body. As in every electrical circuit there is a source of energy (a battery), a substance to transport the energy (wires), and an object to receive the energy (a bell). The body has similar circuits, some simple and some so complex as to defy comprehension. In every circuit there is a source of energy, the brain, a substance to transport the energy, the nerves, and an object to utilize the energy, muscle tissue. In this general way there is similarity between a bell circuit and the central nervous system of the body. The differences are what make the body so incredibly fascinating.

Electricity flows in bell wire because one electron stimulates another which in turn stimulates its neighbor and so on. This takes place at the speed of light. The electrons themselves don't move that fast but the pulse of current moves quickly. In the body, electricity flows because the sodium at one end of the nerve flows into the cell and the potassium flows out. This changes the polarity and the sequence flows along the nerve. This event is called depolarization and would look like a firecracker just going off. The speed varies from one nerve to another and is measured in meters per second. The incredible thing about nerves is that almost as soon as depolarization occurs, the body’s forces come to the rescue and place the sodium and potassium on the proper side of the cell or repolarize it, thus allowing the nerve to discharge again.

How then do things work in the body? To illustrate some of the previously described examples let us examine a common test performed in the doctor's office, the knee jerk. The doctor strikes the tendon below the knee cap with a rubber hammer. Special sensors realize that the tendon has been stretched, and send
this message along the nerve as previously described to the spinal cord. Every sensor has a threshold which must be reached before it can fire the nerve. If the tendon has not been struck firmly enough the impulse will not travel along the nerve and the knee will not jerk. In other words, the impulse either travels or doesn’t, the all or none phenomenon. Each sensor (heat, touch, pain), has its own threshold. This is why some people can tolerate more pain than others. In bell wire one can transmit 10 or 10,000 V; in humans the nerve either transmits or doesn’t. In wire, if there is a great distance between source and end point there may be a fall-off in voltage. With nerves, the impulse arrives exactly the way it was sent.

When the impulse arrives in the spinal cord it is re-directed to many terminals. Immediately, the impulse travels along another nerve to the muscles in the leg. The muscle does its thing—it contracts. Muscles cannot do anything else, just as a bell can only ring or an ear hear or a bulb light up. The end organ, the object, determines what is going to happen. The impulse later travels to the brain where it registers in special areas so that we perceive or become aware that the knee has jerked. This is exactly the same principle as a finger on a hot stove; the arm is pulled away and a few moments later one realizes that he was just burned. There are hundreds of reflexes in the body all designed for protection, few of which a person is constantly aware. They include blinking, coughing, twitching, gagging and the like.

All movement is not reflex. If one wishes to walk, he wills in his brain that certain muscles shall move in a special manner. How the mind activates the brain to reach a threshold to send an impulse to muscles is not totally understood.

The final step in the reflex arc is in understanding how the nerve impulse makes a muscle contract. In the analogy of the bell and battery one only needs to complete the circuit by touching the wire to the bell. In the body, when the fired nerve impulse reaches the muscle, a chemical is produced which bridges the gap from nerve to muscle. If there were no gap the muscles would be jerking all the time, or if the chemical substance produced was imperfect the muscle will never contract. Indeed there are diseases where this chemical, acetylcholine, is present in abundance and muscles are moving without direction or purpose.

The brain and spinal cord do not exactly correspond to the battery of a bell circuit since they do not generate the electricity. The analogy is good if one considers the spinal cord as that which receives and sends impulses. In fact the battery receives electrons and sends electrons. Nerves and wires have a remarkably close similarity in that they both transmit messages. The bell and muscles are similar in that they respond to a stimulus and do not by themselves do anything.

All the foregoing discussion has been related to muscles and nerves which make the body move. There are other muscles and

**The Circuit Nobody Understands**

"...the human body is the most complex electrical device known to man..."
nerves which behave somewhat differently. The heart is such an exception.

The heart is a muscle, no more. It is a pump because of its globular design and its one-way valves. You may know that there are two atria and two ventricles, but did you ever consider why they beat alternately instead of all at the same time? The heart is supplied by its own nerves but parts of the nerves are very specialized, and these are called pacemakers or governors. In the right atrium there is a primary pacemaker which sends filaments of nerve to another pacemaker between the ventricles. From this secondary pacemaker run nerves to each ventricle. When the primary pacemaker fires, an impulse travels to the second pacemaker. During this time the atria are mechanically contracting. When the impulse reaches the secondary pacemaker, the impulse slows down, long enough for the atria to finish contracting. Then it proceeds to the ventricles where the muscle contracts and ejects blood into the circulation. This is an explanation of what happens. How it happens is something else. The how of alternate contraction is totally embodied in the speed of transmission in each nerve. The duration of depolarization in the heart is 0.24 seconds, a very rapid transmission. While the velocity in the atria is rapid, the velocity in the secondary pacemaker is extremely slow, thus affording the atria that little extra time to contract. If the velocity of all transmission in the heart were the same the atria and the ventricles would contract at the same time.

If one reviews the action potentials of the different nerves in the heart and compares it with the action potential of nerves, it can be seen that some areas of the heart can be fired rapidly because of a short plateau phase and other areas of the heart have relatively long plateau phases.

Just as one single nerve depolarizes one muscle, the heart also depolarizes, but does so producing substantial energy, voltage and magnetic field. It is this magnetic field that is measured by the electrocardiogram, an instrument which is nothing more than a sophisticated voltmeter.

[Continued on page 96]
Do you work in electronics?
Find out how CREI can give you the specialized technical knowledge you need for better pay, more security.
Mail postpaid card for FREE book and complete information today.
SUMMERTIME is a great time of year for many things, but certainly not for television viewing. After the thirty-ninth rerun of all your favorite shows, you’re just about ready to call it quits with the tube. You needn’t go back to reading Chaucer though, for there is virgin territory on the tube that’s ripe at this time of year for DX.

Thanks to an FCC ruling, all TVs sold in the U.S. during the last few years must have UHF tuners. Add to this untapped goldmine a good antenna such as the $32.95 Lafayette parabolic or one of Jerrold’s para-pros and a rotor and you are in the UHF-TV DX business where the fare is far from ordinary.

Unlike VHF in many areas, UHF TV is not hopelessly clogged with locals, semi-locals and images. Reception of UHF DX is made possible by tropospheric propagation, which is a scientific way of saying that you get more DX because of weather conditions. This means that to enjoy the benefits of UHF trop, the viewer and the station he wishes to watch must be within the same high-pressure weather system.

Since most of the stations on UHF are not affiliated with any network, the DX-equipped viewer has a much wider choice of news, musical, sports, religious and special programs than does his VHF counterpart.

On February 20th of this year, the Emergency Broadcast System was accidentally given its first major test and it failed miserably. Apparently the test tape and the tape announcing an actual emergency were mistakenly interchanged and the word went out that the country was under attack. As if this weren’t enough of an insult to our defense establishment, the very next day saw a similar error occurring again as one of the wire services malfunctioned and failed to carry the test message.

This kind of a disaster has been brewing for quite some time—the only surprising thing is that it took so long in coming. Late last year a professional broadcaster had these comments about EBS:

“We had some of those white and red cards around here (these cards carry the coded message which is used to identify the transmission as a test or real emergency) but someone must have thrown them out. Most stations consider themselves lucky if their warning receiver is in working order. Station K—doesn’t even do on-the-air tests for EBS correctly. Instead of cutting the carrier for whatever length of time is required they just leave it on. We assume that in the case of national attack, we’ll get the word from the wire services or the networks.”

The FCC does not appear to be totally satisfied with this state of affairs and it has announced that it will conduct hearings into the EBS in the immediate future. There has been some concern over the military ability to get on the air with a nation-wide network of portable transmitters. Until that fateful weekend in February nobody thought this could be done without Presidential authorization. That does not appear to be the case.

Tip for rookie SWLs. If you hear a broadcast station in a part of your dial inhibited by CW, RTTY, ships, planes etc., be careful as it may be an image (produced within your receiver) of a station from another band. Tune carefully across it and if that hetrodyne (whistle) interference produced varies in pitch, either it or the interfering stations are images, not a real logging.

Propagation Forecast. Sunspot numbers, which have been on a plateau for the past three and a half years, have now begun to decrease. This is very significant news for the SWL and the radio amateur because it means that the usefulness of the higher frequencies, particularly those over the 17 mc international broadcast band, will decrease steadily. Within several years, DX activity in the 10-and 11-meter bands will be nil, except for relatively short skip sporadic-E openings during the summer months and DX in the 21-mc band will have decreased significantly.

For the autumn of 1971, however, sunspot numbers will be sufficiently high to result in some good 10- and 11-meter DX openings, particularly over paths between the U.S. and Africa and South America.

Nighttime conditions will be good to excellent in all bands from 25- to 49-meters, and during the day all bands between 19- and 10-meters should be operational.
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Performer's Level Control and Monitor

By JOSEPH RITCHIE

Picture this predicament. You want to tape yourself practicing the piano but the recorder is installed permanently in a large cabinet across the room and no one is around to ride gain for you. How will you ever be able to set the recorder's level control initially and what will happen when you hit the fortissimo passages?

Use our Performer's Level Control and Monitor. It's a small box (shown above) that contains a level control and VU meter. You set its and your recorder's level controls so the VU meters follow each other. Then while you play you'll be able to see right in front of you exactly what the record level is.

Think of it . . . remote control of a tape recorder or PA amplifier. Rock-band recordings without a recording technician. And best of all, a VU meter and volume control right at each mike.

Using a single IC, the Monitor provides microphone-to-low-impedance line-level output. Hang a Monitor on each mike stand and each member of a band can adjust his mike's output to maximum (or desired) sound level without having to run back to the amplifier to change level. Someone using a PA system can see his own voice level while speaking then make gain corrections to avoid excessively low volume or howling feedback without having to make adjustments at the PA amplifier. Because of its low-impedance output, the Monitor can even be used as a broadcast-station remote amplifier, or a recording or PA remote, and several hundred feet of output cable can be used without signal degradation.

The input impedance is just about anything you need up to 50,000 ohms. It depends on the resistance you choose for volume control R1. The output level is approximately 0.15 V (rms) from a normal mike. The frequency response is ±0.5db from 10 to 20,000 cps at a worst-case distortion of 0.5 per cent (total harmonic distortion) using the specified low-cost diodes for D1 to D4.

There is 18db headroom above 0 VU before distortion exceeds 0.5 per cent so that piano or other high-transient-sound recordings can be made at maximum level with no increase in distortion. The maximum input level before clipping is 180 mv—well above normal.
Fig. 1—IC1 functions as operational amplifier whose gain is determined by R4, R5. Output at pin 6 is fed to diode bridge and DC output of amplifier goes to VU meter. Bridge also "switches" output signal so it's available at R6. While it's true diodes breakover voltage introduces crossover distortion, even with low-cost 1N60 diodes, distortion doesn't exceed 0.5 per cent (THD) at normal mike levels. Meter is driven by IC's DC output, hence it must be connected in circuit with polarity shown. Meter's rectifier must be removed to keep distortion low.

The signal-to-noise ratio at 0 VU is 60db (minimum) and partly depends on the quality of the components you use. Better signal-to-noise ratio can be obtained if R3 and R4 are one per cent low-noise resistors and R1 is a professional-type stepped attenuator, though these will add considerably to the cost.

If the Monitor is to be used as a professional broadcast remote amplifier, or as a remote involving line lengths over 100 ft., R6 should be eliminated and a 500:500-ohm line-matching transformer substituted so the output will be balanced to ground (for minimum line sensitivity to hum and noise).

Construction. Except for volume control R1 and the batteries all components mount on a 1 3/4 x 4 3/4 in. printed-circuit board that is secured to the back of the meter with the meter's terminal screws (See Figs. 6 and 7). Circuit connection is automatically made to the meter by the screws. The completed assembly is mounted in a 2 3/4 x 3 x 5 1/4-in. Minibox, though any other size metal cabinet can be used. Only the circuit board size is critical.

First step is to make the circuit board, which can be ordinary XXXP stock. Using a strong household cleanser such as Ajax, scrub the copper foil and then rinse thoroughly under running water. Place a piece

Fig. 2—Full-scale template for circuit board. Cut this out and transfer black foil areas with carbon paper on copper side of circuit board. Text explains how to make transfer and to etch away unwanted copper.
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of carbon paper, carbon side towards the foil, over the board and secure both under the full-scale template in Fig. 2. Using a sharp tool, such as an ice pick or punch, indent the copper foil at each component mounting hole by forcing the tool through the template and carbon paper. Then using a ball-point pen, trace the foil outlines using firm pressure so the outline is transferred by the carbon to the foil.

Remove the carbon paper and using a resist pen, such as is supplied with the Allied Radio Shack printed-circuit kit (276-1576) fill in the outlines on the foil. Let the resist dry for a few minutes and then immerse the board for about 45 minutes in etchant solution agitating frequently.

Check the board from time to time and when all the excess copper has been removed rinse the board thoroughly under running water and remove the resist by either scrubbing the board with steel wool or wiping the resist off with a cloth soaked in acetone or rubber cement thinner.

Using a No. 54 drill bit, drill out all the component holes except those for the meter terminals, which are drilled with a No. 26 bit, or any bit that will provide clearance for a No. 4 screw.

Mount all the board components leaving the IC for last. Note that all capacitors exp-
### PARTS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1, B2</td>
<td>9 V battery (Burgess 2U6 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>100 μF, 25-V disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>200 μF, 3-V electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3, C4</td>
<td>50 μF, 12-V electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>25 μF, 25-V disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>1 μF, 25-V mylar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1-D4</td>
<td>1N60 diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*C1</td>
<td>µS770939X integrated circuit (Fairchild)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1, J2</td>
<td>Phono jack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>VU meter (Lafayette 99 F 50247, modified, see text)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Capacitors:** minimum voltage ratings specified

- C1: 100 µF, 25-V disc
- C2: 200 µF, 3-V electrolytic
- C3, C4: 50 µF, 12-V electrolytic
- C5: 25 µF, 25-V disc
- C6: 1 µF, 25-V mylar
- D1-D4: 1N60 diode
- *C1: µS770939X integrated circuit (Fairchild)

**Resistors:** 1/2 watt, 10% unless otherwise indicated

- R1: 50,000 ohm audio-taper pot (see text)
- R2: 47,000 ohms (see text)
- R3: 1,500 ohms
- R4: 100 ohms
- R5: 15,000 ohms
- R6: 560 ohms
- S1: DPST toggle or slide switch

**Misc.**

- 5 1/4 x 3 x 2 1/2-in. Minibox, printed-circuit supplies
- *The µS770939X integrated circuit is available for $5 postpaid from Custom Components, Box 153, Malverne, N.Y. 11565. N.Y. residents add sales tax. Canada add $1.

除外 C2 是末端安装的印刷电路类型，其引线从同侧输出。电容器 C2 通常在低成本的末端安装型中不可用，但如果你能买到一个，可以用它。只需确保 C2 不太大，不会突出到使装配变得困难。

[Continued on page 100]
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### Fig. 6
Monitor board installed on VU meter. If board’s terminal holes don’t fit meter, enlarge holes. Don’t bend the board to get it to fit.

### Fig. 7
Batteries are installed on the back of the cabinet and held with a piece of wire passed through solder lugs on each side of the batteries.

### Fig. 8
Pictorial shows wiring to the cabinet-mounted components and VU meter. Jacks J1, J2 should mate with connectors on your equipment. Two unmarked terminals on meter are for internal lamps and do not have connections to them.
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Hi-Fi Today
By John Milder.

I've been wondering whether the stereo compact (or, if you prefer, the three-piece music system) is about to make a comeback. Unless you're a recent convert to hi-fi, you probably remember the impact that the first high-performance compact system, KLH's Model Twenty, had back in 1964. Its success and that of the whole generation of compacts that followed on its heels was so overwhelming with the general public—the people who had always held off from buying separate components—that it appeared to be the wave of the future.

But people, particularly the generation that grew up on rock, became more and more at home with electronic gear and separate components began to steal the show back from preassembled systems. Just as important, compacts stopped at a certain level of quality. Beyond that point, the manufacturer assumed that people would turn to separate components and it didn't seem sensible to compete with components on their home ground. So the compact reached its zenith, then plummeted far below component sales.

The tables seem to be turning once more. With the small size of the average home or apartment these days, there remains a potent argument for taking up less space with music gear. The new generation of receivers, particularly Japanese, have made drastic improvements in the performance you can expect for a modest price tag. This accounts, in part, for the small but significant trend toward a new kind of compact.

The only two of the new breed I've had direct experience with are the Kenwood KS-707PS, which I recently bought for some friends and matched with a pair of Advent speakers, and Altec Lansing's 911A, a variation of which I've been living with for a while now. (The Kenwood is sold only with speakers.) Both are potent products. The Altec—the more ambitious and expensive of the two—is a music center that seems hard to better in any way, with almost 50 watts of steady-state (rms) power per channel and a super-sensitive and selective FM tuner section. It lists at $499, which isn't exactly in the budget category, but this price is about $100 less than the same Altec component receiver. The Garrard SL-95B automatic record player and Shure M39E cartridge which are included in the 911A would add substantial additional cost as separate pieces of gear. Also included in the price is a nice table-top cabinet.

The kind of performance which these components offer was not only absent in the first generation of compacts—it wasn't even available in separate components a couple of years ago at this price.

One of the new compacts that must be used with matching speakers is the Electro-Voice Landmark 100, an integrated system that features motional feedback in the amplifier section to heck and correct speaker behavior. It utilizes a distinctive pair of small, irregularly shaped speaker systems that combine direct and reflected sound. I've heard the Landmark 100 in showrooms but haven't had a chance to probe for the kind of things that show up in home use. It sounds good in showrooms, though.

I can't say I think compacts will displace components to the extent some of us once thought they might but this new generation—more like separate components than even before, but with simplicity and space-saving still going for them—are certain to make their presence felt.

Kenwood's compact entry, the KS-707PS. It delivers 45 watts per channel (rms) at 8 ohms. Speaker systems are included in $630 price.

Electronics Illustrated
El's Win-the-World Contest Is On!

Grand Prize: Choose your favorite country from those among your QSL cards and EI will fly you there and back via Pan American World Airways, whose motto is "No place in the world is more than a day away from the USA by PAA." Stay as long as you like, see all the sights and maybe visit some of your DX friends. To keep you in touch with the news back home you will receive, as an added bonus, a Hallicrafters CR-44A portable shortwave radio, complete with direction finder. Truly a Grand Prize!

Make those final checks in your rig because the EI Win-the-World Contest is set to kick off. That's right, now's the time when you can win that trip of a lifetime—you name the destination!

For those of you who may have missed our July issue, we are repeating our panorama of prizes that you can win by practicing your favorite hobby—radio. All you have to do is get QSL cards for your contacts and those individuals with the most QSLs will win the contest. It's that simple!

It really doesn't matter whether your game is SWLing, amateur radio, or DXing the BCB. Just practice your hobby in accordance with the rules on the next two pages and you may find yourself aboard a Pan Am 747 on the way to the country of your choice or you may be the winner of 99 other valuable prizes.

The Listening Period of the Contest begins at midnight July 15, 1971, not very far away, so you better get everything in order. After this period there will be time for you to collect your QSLs and total them up. Then all you have to do is fill out the entry blank on the last page of this article and send it in before the deadline (read the rules carefully). For those of you that are new to the radio game as a hobby, we have prepared a special beginner's guide which you will find next to the entry blank. Hope to have you with us! —
SECOND PRIZE: The futuristic RCA G-2000 color TV is one of 2,000 sets, each a numbered version, comes with a fantastic 23-in. picture tube.

THIRD PRIZE: A Heathkit/Thomas Theater Organ kit. 44-note keyboard and 19 organ voices make this a truly remarkable instrument. Worth over $1000!

FOURTH AND FIFTH PRIZES: The solid-state Heathkit GR-370 color TV kit. Modular, snap-on circuit boards make it easy to build and service.

SIXTH AND SEVENTH PRIZES: A color TV kit from Conar, a division of the National Radio Institute. Easy to assemble and light as a feather.

RULES

1. Electronics Illustrated's Win-the-World Contest requires a participant to be in radio contact with as many stations as possible within the Listening Period of the contest and to show evidence of these contacts by means of a verifying QSL card or letter.
2. Any legal station is an eligible target. Contestants may choose just to listen to the station, as with SWLing, or they may be in two-way contact with the station, as in amateur radio.
3. QSL cards and letters must indicate the date the station was heard. In the case of some remote or small stations, it is advised that contestants prepare a QSL with this information and send it to the stations with their verification report. Do not send El any QSL cards with your entry. The winners will be notified when to supply proof of their contacts at a later date. Entries claiming more QSLs than can be substantiated will not be eligible for any prize.
4. Although all radio and television stations are eligible in this contest, only one contact with each station will count towards qualification.
5. The Listening Period of the contest, in which contestants will establish radio contact with stations, will begin Midnight EST on July 15 and run until Midnight, August 14, 1971. All QSLs must bear a date within this period.
6. The entry blank for the contest will appear in the September issue of Electronics Illustrated, which goes on sale July 15. This entry blank or a reasonable facsimile must be completed and should be sent to: Electronics Illustrated's Win-the-World Contest, Box 1035, Greenwich, Conn. 06830. To be eligible for the contest, all entries must be postmarked before Midnight, October 31, 1971. Name and return address with zip must appear in upper left corner on front of envelope.
7. The entry with the highest number of QSLs will be judged Grand Prize winner, the entry with the second-highest number will be judged Second Prize winner, etc.
8TH-13TH PRIZES: One of the best ways to learn electronics is to study with a correspondence school in the privacy of your own home. For these six prizes, Ei will assign the winners to one of the great schools listed below, where they will study the course of their choice absolutely free.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics  
1776 East 17th St.  
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

ICS  
Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515

National Technical Schools  
4000 South Figueroa St.  
Los Angeles, Calif. 90037

CREI  
Div. of McGraw-Hill  
Continuing Education Co.  
3224 Sixteenth St., N.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20010

National Radio Institute  
Div. of McGraw-Hill  
Continuing Education Co.  
3939 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.  
Washington, D.C. 20016

RCA Institutes  
320 West 31st St.  
New York, N.Y. 10001

RULES

8. In addition to giving the total number of QSLs, each contestant will be asked to break this number down to the number of contacts with each continent. International contacts require more skill than local ones so that in the case of a tie, the person with the greatest number of international contacts in his entry will be judged to be the higher of the two entries.

9. The Grand Prize provides round-trip tourist-class accommodations aboard Pan American and connecting air carriers from the airport nearest the winner's home to any city having regularly-scheduled air service in the country of the winner's choice among those named on his QSL cards, providing travel to that country is not forbidden by law. The winner must provide passport and visa if required.

10. In the case of Prizes 8-13, the editors of Electronics Illustrated will assign each winner to a school and the contestant will be given a full scholarship. He must be academically qualified for the course chosen (i.e., advanced courses sometimes require prior educational achievements) and must maintain regular academic advancement.

11. All prizes are subject to manufacturer's specification changes.

12. The editors of Ei will be the judges and their decisions will be final. All entries become the property of Fawcett Publications, Inc. and will not be returned.

13. The Win-the-World Contest is open to any individual except employees of Fawcett Publications, its wholesale distributors and advertising agencies and their families or employees.

14. Winners of the contest will be notified by mail after the publication of the list of winners in the March 1972 issue of Electronics Illustrated. Winners grant Fawcett Publications, Inc. the right to use their names and photos in connection with promotion resulting from the contest.
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14TH PRIZE: Hallicrafter's finest communications receiver, the SX-122A, covers AM/CW/SSB. It offers dual-conversion from 535 kc to 34 mc. Digital clock-speaker is included.

15TH-19TH PRIZES: Hallicrafters newest entry in the communications receiver market, the SX-133, covers four short-wave and five amateur bands on AM/CW/SSB. Matching speaker is also included.

21ST PRIZE: The Sony STR-6055, a new stereo-FM/FM-AM receiver, 40 watts (rms) per channel at 8 ohms plus the latest in stereo-FM tuner design.

23RD PRIZE: Lafayette Radio's Telstat SSB-25 one of the first CB rigs with SSB on all 23 channels. This results in 46 operating channels and 15 watts PEP input power.

22ND PRIZE: RCA's WO-505A solid-state oscilloscope has 5-in. CRT, flat frequency response to 5 mc and sweep to 1 mc.
24TH PRIZE: The RCA WR-52A Stereo FM Signal Simulator. This generator produces signals for aligning the RF and multiplex sections of stereo FM tuners and receivers.

25TH PRIZE: Allied Radio Shack's Patrolman PRO-3 VHF/UHF receiver tunes police and fire departments on 30-50, 152-174 and 450-470 mc.

27TH PRIZE: Weston 666 solid-state VOM is designed for troubleshooting semiconductor equipment. It's protected against overload and is ruggedized. Features include 10-megohm AC/DC input impedance and low full-scale DC range of 100 mv. It also measures AC and DC current as well as resistance.

26TH PRIZE: Sansui's QS-1 Quadphonic Synthesizer converts any standard two-channel stereo system into a four-channel system with addition of only two more speakers.

28TH PRIZE: Courier Citation solid-state base-station CB transceiver, has a digital clock, walnut cabinet, and PA capability. It comes with crystals for 23 channels.

28TH PRIZE: Olson RA-280 stereo FM/AM solid-state receiver delivers 60 watts of power, has an FM sensitivity of 2 µv and stereo separation of 25db. It comes with two speakers.

30TH PRIZE: RCA WR-502A solid-state color-bar generator produces color bars, dots, cross-hatch lines, vertical and horizontal lines and blank raster for color TV servicing.
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**31ST-35TH PRIZES:**

**36TH PRIZE:** Avanti's Moonraker CB base station antenna. The antenna combines half-wave cross dipole elements with design reflector.

**37TH PRIZE:** This AMECO R-5A receiver covers 540 kc to 54 mc which includes police, fire, short-wave and ham bands. Fully transistorized and can be used for portable operation.

**38TH PRIZE:** The DeltaAlert ultrasonic intrusion detector. This device protects against illegal entries over a 150 to 300-sq.-ft. area. Also includes are two powerful DeltaHorns.

**39TH-41ST PRIZES:** Combination entertainment-communications receiver from Hallicrafters, the S-240. Includes BFO and signal-strength meter.

**42ND PRIZE:** Two great CB mikes from Turner. Included are a Turner +3 base-station mike with the patented Modugard. Also included is a M+2/U transistorized mobile mike.

**43RD PRIZE:** Edmund Scientific's top-of-the line Deluxe Visual Effects Projection Set plus Rippling Color Accessory for exciting light shows.

**44TH AND 45TH PRIZES:** Hallicrafter's skip-band receiver designed with SWLs in mind. Covers 49-31-, 21- and 19-meter bands. Special World Capital Locator.
46TH PRIZE: EICO's four-channel color organ, Model 3450, converts sounds to four dazzling colors with the beat.

47TH PRIZE: A $100 credit with Electro-Voice for any equipment in their latest catalog, including this miniature 651C communications mike.

48TH PRIZE: A complete library designed for hams and SWLS from the Howard W. Sams publishers. Many titles to help you improve as a hobbyist.

49TH PRIZE: A $100 credit for any antenna in the latest catalog of Antenna Specialists, some especially designed for VHF and UHF DX.

50TH PRIZE: Mallory's MCR-1232 portable cassette recorder plus built-in AM/FM radio. Also included are six Duratape cassettes.

51ST PRIZE: $100 credit with Shakespeare, one of the leaders in the CB antenna field. Everything from base to mobile antennas.

52ND PRIZE: A library of the latest bestsellers from the Tab Book Company. Titles run the gamut of all things electronic.

53RD-100TH PRIZES: A one year subscription to the electronics hobbyist's favorite magazine—ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED.
**A Guide for Beginners**

RADIO listeners who would like to enter El’s Win-the-World contest may be a bit perplexed about what DX and QSLing are all about. For those of you who have not explored this facet of the hobby, here is a brief rundown to give you the same knowledge possessed by experienced hobbyists.

Simply put, most radio hobbyists have as their goal listening to stations that are as far away as possible. In radio lingo, distance is abbreviated as **DX** and one who goes after the distant stations is known as a **DXer**.

Unlike most fishermen, DXers are not fond of telling the-one-that-got-away stories, so by years of trial and error they have established a generally accepted means of proving that they have heard a station.

The listeners send a report to the particular broadcaster giving him information which proves that they heard the station and also info on how well the station came through. In return for this favor (the stations are interested in who’s listening) the stations issue a card or letter which often artistically states that the listener did indeed hear the station as he reported. These cards have been given an international abbreviation—QSL cards.

The QSL card is the basis for our Win-the-World contest. The person who collects the most will win the top prize and so on down the line. Here is how you can get these cards, too.

Tune your receiver to be sure that you have the strongest possible signal so that you can make a clear identification. Note the frequency indicated by your receiver and listen for the station identification which will also list the frequency. More often than not, yours will be off by a few kilocycles. Write down the details of at least 15 minutes of programming, noting the exact time at which each segment begins. It is best to use 24-hour Greenwich Mean Time when sending in international reports. For example, 7:05 EST on September 1 becomes 0005 GMT September 2 (note date change) in DX terminology. Also note as much technical data as possible such as signal strength and interference. After you’re done listening, put this info in letter form and address it to the station by callsign (if any) and station ID with simply the city of origin as address.

Mail entry to:
Electronics Illustrated’s
Win-the-World Contest
Box 1035
Greenwich, Conn. 06830

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breakdown of QSLs by continent of origin:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number from North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number from South America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number from Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number from Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number from Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number from Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grand Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write this number on the lower left hand corner of front of envelope.

---

**Mail entry to:**
Electronics Illustrated's
Win-the-World Contest
Box 1035
Greenwich, Conn. 06830
Build a Sub-Batt

CAR radio poop out? Or maybe you don't even have one. Cool it. A pocket transistor radio will do the job—if it's powered adequately. When you're tooling along at 60, the noise level in a car requires a lot of volume. This means a high current drain which results in low battery voltage, distortion and short battery life.

For about $6 you can build the Sub-Batt to drop and regulate your car's power to operate any 9- or 6-V radio or cassette recorder. The Sub-Batt's output voltage is rock steady and it will deliver up to 200 mA. (With 12-V input; 100 mA with a 20-V input.)

Remove the guts of a dead 9-V battery and save the top connector plate and bottom cover. Build the circuit as shown in the photo and pictorial. Then check operation by applying 12 to 20 V to the input leads. If the output voltage is 9 V, fill the case with epoxy and replace the bottom cover.

—Lewis J. Newmire, WA7CQX

**PARTS LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>100 µF, 12-V electrolytic capacitor (Sprague TE1135 or equiv. 21/64 x 55/64 in.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>1N4001 diode (Motorola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>IN4739 zener diode (9.1 V, Motorola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>MPS-U02 transistor (Motorola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>200 ohm, 1/4 watt, 5% resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>10 ohm, 1/2 watt, 10% resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>1,800 ohm, 1/2 watt, 5% resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc.</td>
<td>Dead 9-V battery, No. 14 bus wire, cigarette-lighter adaptor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zener diode D2 holds output at 9-V if input voltage rises. For 6-V output, omit D1 and substitute a 6.8-V zener diode (IN4736) for D2.
How to get into
One of the hottest money-making fields in electronics today—
servicing two-way radios!

More than 5 million two-way transmitters have skyrocketed
the demand for service men and field, system, and R&D engi-
neers. Topnotch licensed experts can earn $12,000 a year
or more. You can be your own boss, build your own com-
pany. And you don’t need a college education to break in.

How would you like to start col-
lecting your share of the big
money being made in electronics today?
To start earning $5 to $7 an hour...
$200 to $300 a week... $10,000 to
$15,000 a year?

Your best bet today, especially if you
don’t have a college education, is prob-
ably in the field of two-way radio.

Two-way radio is booming. Today
there are more than five million two-
way transmitters for police cars, fire de-
partment vehicles, taxis, trucks, boats,
planes, etc. and Citizen’s Band uses—
and the number is still growing at the rate
of 80,000 new transmitters per month.

This wildfire boom presents a solid
gold opportunity for trained two-way
radio service experts. Many of them are
earning $5,000 to $10,000 a year more
than the average radio-TV repair man.

Why You’ll Earn Top Pay
One reason is that the United States
Government doesn’t permit anyone to
service two-way radio systems unless he
is licensed by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission. And there simply
aren’t enough licensed electronics ex-
erts to go around.
Another reason two-way radio men earn so much more than radio-TV service men is that they are needed more often and more desperately. A home radio or television set may need repair only once every year or two, and there's no real emergency when it does. But a two-way radio user must keep those transmitters operating at all times, and must have their frequency modulation and plate power input checked at regular intervals by licensed personnel to meet FCC requirements.

This means that the available licensed experts can "write their own ticket" when it comes to earnings. Some work by the hour and usually charge at least $5.00 per hour, $7.50 on evenings and Sundays, plus travel expenses. A more common arrangement is to be paid a monthly retainer fee by each customer. Although rates vary widely, this fixed charge might be $20 a month for the base station and $7.50 for each mobile station. A survey showed that one man can easily maintain at least 100 stations, averaging 15 base stations and 85 mobiles. This would add up to at least $12,000 a year.

Be Your Own Boss

There are other advantages too. You can become your own boss—work entirely by yourself or gradually build your own fully staffed service company. Instead of being chained to a workbench, machine, or desk all day, you'll move around, see lots of action, rub shoulders with important police and fire officials and business executives who depend on two-way radio for their daily operations. You may even be tapped for a big job working for one of the two-way radio manufacturers in field service, factory quality control, or laboratory research and development.

How To Get Started

How do you break into the ranks of the big-money earners in two-way radio? This is probably the best way:

1. Without quitting your present job, learn enough about electronics fundamentals to pass the Government FCC Exam and get your Commercial FCC License.
2. Then get a job in a two-way radio service shop and "learn the ropes" of the business.
3. As soon as you've earned a reputation as an expert, there are several ways you can go. You can move out and start signing up and servicing your own customers. You might become a franchised service representative of a big manufacturer and then start getting into two-way radio sales, where one sales contract might net you $5,000. Or you may even be invited to move up into a high-prestige salaried job with one of the major manufacturers either in the plant or out in the field.

The first step— mastering the fundamentals of Electronics in your spare time and getting your FCC License—can be easier than you think.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics has been successfully teaching electronics by mail for over thirty years. Right at home, in your spare time, you learn electronics step by step. Our AUTO-PROGRAMMED® lessons and coaching by expert instructors make everything clear and easy, even for men who thought they were "poor learners." You'll learn not only the fundamentals that apply to all electronics design and servicing, but also the specific procedures for installing, troubleshooting, and maintaining two-way mobile equipment.

Get Your FCC License... or Your Money Back!

By the time you've finished your CIE course, you'll be able to pass the FCC License Exam with ease. Better than nine out of ten CIE-trained men pass the FCC Exam the first time they try, even though two out of three non-CIE men fail. This startling record of achievement makes possible the famous CIE warranty: you'll pass the FCC Exam upon completion of your course or your tuition will be refunded in full.

Ed Dulaney is an outstanding example of the success possible through CIE training. Before he studied with CIE, Dulaney was a crop duster. Today he owns the Dulaney Communications Service, with seven people working for him repairing and manufacturing two-way equipment. Says Dulaney: "I found the CIE training thorough and the lessons easy to understand. No question about it—the CIE course was the best investment I ever made."

Find out more about how to get ahead in all fields of electronics, including two-way radio. Mail the bound-in postpaid reply card for two FREE books, "How To Get A Commercial FCC License" and "How To Succeed In Electronics." If card has been removed, just mail the coupon below.

NEW REVISED G.I. BILL BENEFITS:

All CIE courses are approved for full tuition reimbursement under new G.I. Bill. If you served on active duty since Jan. 31, 1955, or are in service now, check box on reply card for G.I. Bill information.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

2 New CIE Career Courses

1. Electronics Technology with Laboratory...Teaches you the fundamentals. With a 161-piece laboratory you apply the principles you learn by analyzing and troubleshooting electronic equipment.
2. Electronics Engineering...Covers steady-state and transient network theory, solid state physics and circuitry, pulse techniques, computer logic and mathematics, through calculus. A college-level course for men already working in Electronics.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me without cost or obligation:

☐ Electronics Technology ☐ Electronic Communications
☐ Broadcast Engineering ☐ Industrial Electronics
☐ First Class FCC License ☐ Electronics Engineering
☐ Electronics Technology with Laboratory

Name __________________________ (PLEASE PRINT)
Address ________________________________________________________________
City __________________________ State ______ Zip ______ Age __________
☐ Veterans & Servicemen: check here for latest G.I. Bill information.
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

September, 1971
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Ten of the oldest broadcasters are still around on the airwaves and they are a great set to DX.

By ALEX BOWER

Two score and ten years ago our forefathers were hunched over cat's whiskers listening to election returns over KDKA. A small riot might ensue if a broadcast historian suggested that this was the first commercial radio broadcast as we know it today. Be that as it may, most will agree that in the period between 1920 and 1922, radio broadcasting was launched in the U.S. by stations KDKA, WWJ, WLW, WSM and WOR.

Following the Great Crash of 1929, R. Moscow, the BBC, PCJ, HCJB and Vatican radio gave birth to the idea of international broadcasting with shortwave transmitters.

The ten stations listed above form a distinctive set, being some of the foundation timbers of our mass media. All of these stations are on the air today, so that those of us who were not around for the whisker era can still bag these great old stations.

Of course, none of these stations use their original transmitters or antennas and most have changed transmitter sites entirely. The station as an identifiable entity remains and this is the game that the DXer should be after.

In most radio histories, KDKA, a clear channel station on 1020 kc from Pittsburgh and WWJ, a regional outlet in Detroit on 950 kc, receive most of the limelight for birthing broadcasting. These two are readily heard throughout the U.S. and should present no problems to DXers.

Station WLW is one broadcaster that has made perhaps even a greater contribution than either of those other two stations and yet very little is generally known about it.

In 1932, ten years after its birth, WLW was licensed to operate the world's first superpower medium-wave station on a test basis. Boasting a mammoth 500-kw transmitter, a giant even by 1971 standards, the station came on the air with the experimental call W8XO in 1933. At first, it was limited to daytime hours, but in 1934 the FCC allowed around-the-clock operation. In 1939, the FCC decided that 50 kw was enough for any BCB station and terminated the experimental arrangement. Today, super power medium wave stations are operating all over the world because of the ground work done my WLW except of course in the U.S.

While all this was happening, WLW also established a shortwave transmitter to relay its programs and it was assigned the call W8XAL. (In this period all U.S. SWBC stations were given experimental identifica-
During World War II, this station was pressed into the service of the newly established Voice of America and was given the call, WLWO.

The memories of W8XO, W8XAL and the present VOA call are all that remain of the station. The call, WLW, is still around on 700 kc, a clear channel throughout the U.S. and Canada. After a few nighttime tries this one in Cincinnati should be readily loggable on the simplest of receivers. The only time problems will be encountered are when one of the two adjacent frequencies is in use by a local station such as in New York, where another pioneer of radio, WOR, holds down 710 kc with a 50-kw rig.

WOR's most notable contribution has been in the form of its programming—all night talks fests with celebrities, such as flying saucer freaks, that don't often find their way onto other stations.

WOR might be hard to log west of the Mississippi, but another of the founding fathers, WSM on 650 kc, can be heard throughout most of the U.S. on this clear channel frequency. WSM is best known for its tireless promotion of the Nashville sound through many programs such as the Grand Ol' Opry which are devoted entirely to this twangy fare.

On the international scene, PCJ appeared in 1928 as privately owned Philips Radio. It later became R. Nederland but it has retained those same call letters. PCJ is assigned only to the transmitter site at Hilversum (Lopik) and for this you should try 11730 kc at 1630 EST. In the evening hours the same identity of R. Nederland is given on

[Continued on page 98]
PICASSO CATHODE RAY. You won’t believe it, but that business above the man’s head is the flight path of a helicopter. It is simulated by a computer using a graphic display. First the pattern of the helicopter is entered on the CRT by means of a light pen. By program, the computer is instructed to move the object in pre-arranged fashion. In this case the computer is moving two rotors on the whirlybird.

Electronics in the News

Foiler for Boozers. General Motors hopes to keep inebriated folks off the road with this ignition interlock system known as Phystester. First the driver punches out a personal, five-digit code. If it fits, the machine comes up with another number that the driver must remember and repeat in a short time. If not the car stays put.

Electronics Illustrated
Umbrella Antenna. The idea behind this monster from the Goodyear Aerospace Corp. is that umbrellas are very convenient. They are thinking of using this antenna by sending it into space in a collapsed position. Once there, the antenna would automatically unfold to this configuration to improve air-to-air communications. The project is sponsored by the Air Force.

Charge the tube! A scientist from Bell Labs is shown here adjusting the newest thing in TV—a solid-state imaging device. The scanner uses a principle known as charge coupling which employs a piece of silicon as the medium for coupling light beams with electrodes. The process is expected to be used to carry photos directly by telephone.
Good Reading
By Tim Cartwright


Mr. McEntee is an authority on model radio control and his book, after many printings, is a bible on the subject. It's no cookbook of construction but a basic description of every major R/C technique.

This edition reflects recent trends in the field; the changeover from tubes to transistors and more emphasis on proportional control and less on simpler escapement systems. You'll discover what all the terms mean—pulse, servo, actuator—and excellent explanations of how electronic signals control the speed of an engine, the position of a rudder or landing gear. Receivers and transmitters are covered in some detail, along with information about the licenses and frequency bands available. The book touches all bases.

If you plan to invest in an R/C model, read this book first because you'll need all the help you can get. I can't forget the look of anguish on a friend's face when he flew his radio-controlled plane for the first time. He stood there furiously punching the transmitter button as the model ignored his commands and flew a straight course. It disappeared in the sky as a shrinking dot. In few other phases of electronic hobbying can a couple of hundred dollars fly out of the window so quickly. Mr. McEntee's book offers some insurance against the pain.


This is the last book of a three-volume series for students at the technical institute or junior-college level. Although the author states his text can be used without an instructor, the material in the first two volumes is probably too bare and overly mathematical for use beyond the classroom. This final volume, however, contains some handy information for the technician already in the field, especially if he dabbles in design. There's elementary theory on tubes and transistors, but more valuable is the step-by-step procedure of solving circuit problems. All those Greek letters and symbols which decorate tube and transistor manuals suddenly become clear. The author (an instructor at RCA Institutes) also supplies a useful refresher on that all-time baffler, the decibel.


After continuous publication since 1926, the ARRL still offers the biggest book for the buck. If you don’t own at least one edition of the handbook, you're probably reading EI for the first time. The latest edition continues ARRL's slow, but steady shift from tubes to transistors in theory and practical chapters. There are new solid-state projects, as well as added coverage in semiconductor reference tables. Everything is slanted at the ham radio operator, but you'd be surprised at the number of commercial communications products now on the market that were conceived in these pages.

**ELECTRONICS EXPERIMENTS CIRCUIT MANUAL.** General Electric, Owensboro, Ky. 252 pages. $2.

Like other big electronics manufacturers, GE is wooing the hobbyist with manuals to stimulate the sale of its semiconductors. The circuit descriptions are greatly improved over earlier manuals of this variety. Each project has a clear schematic, complete parts list and helpful illustrations to guide the physical layout. The book contains about four-dozen projects in the categories of audio, automotive, marine, game, home and workshop. These circuits are generally staple items, with no surprises. The text is especially suitable for the beginner who needs more than a scant schematic to construct and operate a device.

Finally, an ex-Navy man must have slipped in the old line from military manuals: "NEVER WORK ON LIVE ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS WHEN ALONE." If you can do it, you probably live on a commune. Anyway, they don’t give the standard rescue technique: "PRY THE VICTIM OFF THE LIVE WIRES WITH A DRY STICK."

And make note of...

**An Introduction To Field Effect Transistors.** By J. Watson. Siliconix, Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. 128 pages. $2.
Dual Frequency Standard for SWLs

Put tone-modulated markers on your receiver's dial every 100 kc or 1 mc, and tuning a specific frequency will be like shooting fish in a barrel.

By RON BENREY

IT'S practically impossible to tune most shortwave receivers precisely to a known frequency. The reasons for this are the broad gaps between the dial's frequency markings, a wide dial pointer and the fact that the set's calibration is probably off to begin with.

The next best thing to an expensive gear-driven accurately-calibrated receiver dial is our Dual-Frequency Standard. It produces marker signals that will appear every 100 kc or 1 mc to pinpoint specific frequencies as you tune. And to make them easy to spot, the markers are audio modulated at about 600 cps.

The Standard is a miniature, ultra-low-power, RF transmitter consisting of a crystal-controlled RF oscillator that is modulated by an audio oscillator. The placement of diode D1 (a non-linear device) in the RF oscillator circuit causes the RF output to be exceptionally rich in harmonics. Thus, there will be signals at every 100 kc or 1 mc up to about 20 mc. Because the higher-frequency harmonics of 100 kc are rather weak, you may not be able to find them past 20 mc on low-cost receivers. However, the 1-mc harmonics will come through on virtually every receiver.

Why two marker frequencies? Because at the high-frequency end of your receiver's dial (above 10 mc) the 100-kc markers would be packed together so tightly that the slightest turn of the tuning knob would encompass more than one 100-kc marker. Thus, 1-mc markers are more practical at high frequencies.

Incidentally, at this point we should review how markers are used in short-wave listening. As a non-electronic analogy, consider how you use the odometer in your car to find an unfamiliar address. Let's say the directions are: make a left turn 3/10 of a mile past Joe's Diner. First you find Joe's Diner, then you watch the odometer tick off 3/10 mi... then you make a left turn.

Finding an unfamiliar, or very weak station with markers is done in much the same way. Let's say you want to listen to a station at 7150 kc (7.15
Dual Frequency Standard for SWLs

Fig. 1—Pictorial at right shows location of parts on 2 x 3½-in. perforated board. Board is mounted in U-section of Minibox; parts at right mount in main section. Lug on negative battery lead goes to cabinet. Photo below shows the completed board before it is installed in the cabinet.

The first step is to locate a strong signal near 7150 whose frequency you know. We'll call it Radio Mammoth on 7050 kc.

You tune in R. Mammoth, then switch on the Standard (set of 100 kc). Next, you carefully turn the tuning knob to a higher frequency. Suddenly, you hear the marker which comes through as a high-pitched tone (about 600 cps). Since the marker signal is a harmonic of 100 kc, it will appear only at multiples of 100 kc on the dial. The first multiple of 100 kc past 7050 is 7100. Thus, your receiver is now tuned to 7100 kc.

As you tune higher, another marker appears. This is 7200 kc. The signal you are hunting for (7150 kc) will be between the two markers.

How it Works

The heart of the Standard is a crystal-controlled RF oscillator built around transistor Q1. (See Fig. 2.) Switch S2 selects the appropriate combination of crystal and tank circuit (L1/C2 or L2/C3) for operation at either 1 mc or 100 kc.

Transformer T1 is a modulation transformer. It couples the audio signal generated by audio-oscillator Q2 to the RF oscillator, causing it to amplitude modulate the RF signal. The circuit is powered by a 9-V battery, B1.

Construction

The Standard can be built in a 2½ x 2½ x 5-in. aluminum Minibox; all of the circuitry is built on a 2 x 3½ in. piece of perforated board. Wire the board first using push-in terminals for tie points. Parts placement is not critical, but we recommend that you follow the layout shown in the pictorial in Fig. 1.

Be very careful when you attach wires to the lugs on the two coils—a slip of the pliers may yank loose the fine wire leading to the windings. Similarly, use care when you solder the leads of the transistors and diode in place. Grip each lead with a pair of needle-nose pliers as you solder it—it will act as a heat sink and dissipate heat.

Mount T1 on the board by passing its tabs through a pair of holes, and then bend
them back on the board's underside. Mount the two crystals by soldering their pins (work quickly and carefully with a hot iron) to two pairs of push-in terminals. Screw in the cores of L1 and L2 so they are within the windings.

Cement battery B1, in place on the main section of the Minibox with epoxy. Since the Standard will be turned on only when you go to tune a station, the battery will last for hundreds of hours.

Mount the completed circuit board inside the U-section of the Minibox using a long screw and a spacer. Apply a layer of tape on the inside of the cabinet so the push-in terminals protruding through the bottom of the board don't touch the cabinet. Be sure that component leads or wiring do not touch the sides of the Minibox when the board is installed.

Using the Standard

In most applications there's no need to make a direct connection from the Standard to the receiver. Simply solder a short length of stiff wire to the inner contact of a phono plug, and plug the wire into jack J1. Place the Standard close to the receiver's antenna. When you switch the circuit on, you'll hear markers at multiples of 100 kc or 1 mc.

For best results and for sure reception of markers above 20 kc, connect J1 to the receiver's antenna terminals with a short length of coax.

Note: Resistor R3 has been selected to limit audio modulation of the RF signal to a low level to minimize spurious harmonic signals at frequencies other than multiples of 100 kc and 1 mc. If you prefer more intense markers, decrease R3's resistance to 270-ohms.

Similarly, the audio frequency of the marker tones can be changed by using a different value capacitor for C6. Increasing the value will raise the tone; decreasing it will lower the tone.

Fig. 2—Switch S2 selects appropriate crystal and tank circuit for 100-kc or 1-mc RF output. Audio modulator consists of parts C5, C6, Q2, R4 and T1.

Fig. 3—Tape bottom of inside of U-section of Minibox (left) and mount board with ¥¼-in. spacer. Switches, output jack, battery go in main section.
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PARTS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>9V battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>620µf disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>300µf disc or mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.0075 µf disc or mica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.002µf mylar or paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>1µf mylar or paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>390µf disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>1N60 diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>60-140 µH adjustable RF choke (Calectro D1-885 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>310-860µH adjustable RF choke (Calectro D1-857 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>HEP-50 transistor (Motorola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>HEP-50 transistor (Motorola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>470,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>4,700 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>560 ohms (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>33,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>SPST toggle switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>SPDT toggle switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Transistor output transformer; primary: 500 ohms, center tapped; secondaries: 3.2 ohms and 8 ohms (Calectro D1-726 or equiv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTAL-1</td>
<td>1 mc crystal (Crystek Part No. CT-6GP1, $5.50 postpaid. Available from Crystek, 1000 Crystal Drive, Ft. Myers, Fla. 33901)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTAL-2</td>
<td>100 kc crystal (Crystek Part No. CT-1LF, $5.50 postpaid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc.</td>
<td>Perforated board, 5 x 2¼ x 2¼-in. Minibox</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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THE Allied Radio Shack RK-100 amplifier and RK-101 stereo-FM tuner are excellent examples of how emphasis has been put on sound rather than frills.

These Science Fair kits are intended, by price and design, for the newcomer to audio kit building. Most components are on one large circuit board in the tuner and one large and two smaller boards in the amplifier. This makes for extremely simple construction jobs. Our builder, who has limited kit experience, completed the tuner in five hours and the amplifier in seven hours. Some of the work that is done off the board, such as soldering components to pots, was a bit crowded, but no real difficulties were encountered. In the amplifier kit there was one instruction error, that if carried out, would cause a reversal of channels. We notified Allied Radio Shack of the mistake.

The $69.95 amplifier, which comes with a wooden cabinet, has three inputs for magnetic phono, tuner and aux. Outputs are provided for 8- and 16-ohm speakers, headphones and tape recorder. The front-panel controls are an input selector switch, concentric volume controls (one for each channel), dual bass and treble controls, power and a mono/stereo mode switch. On the back there's a switched-AC receptacle.

With both channels driven, the amplifier delivered 10 watts (rms) per channel into 8 ohms when clipping started. It delivered 4.8 watts (rms) per channel into 16 ohms.

The power bandwidth was 20 to 50,000 cps. This means that the maximum power output (10 watts) per channel into 8 ohms was down 3db (to 5 watts) at 20 cps and 50,000 cps. We, therefore, measured the response at the 5-watt level. From 20 to 20,000 cps it was $0, +2db$ at a total-harmonic distortion no higher than 0.38 per cent at any frequency. The magnetic input hum and noise was a dead quiet $-76db$. Separation was 53db.

The range of the tone controls was $\pm 10db$ at 50 cps; $-8, +7db$ at 10,000 cps. Maximum bass boost was at 50 cps. The fixed loudness equalization provided 10db boost at 50 cps with the volume control open a quarter of the way. Input sensitivities for maximum power output are 5 mv for phono and 200 mv for the tuner and aux inputs.

Most of the amplifier is built on a large printed-circuit board as shown in the left photo below. There are two other small boards and a handful of chassis-mounted parts.

Photo at far right is of completed tuner. Almost all the parts are on circuit board in center. Note front-end at lower left corner of board. Photo at near right is of amplifier. Main circuit board on right side is crowded. Two smaller circuit boards are in power supply section at left of shield. Both kits slip into matching oiled walnut cabinets that are included in price.

[Continued on page 99]
YOU SAY Walter Cronkite has the green fringes and the smoke of Gunsmoke looks like pink mist? It’s time to call in the service-man. If you would rather not get a second mortgage on your house to pay for his services, you can get your set looking clear as a bell yourself with just ten minutes and a little know-how. You find the time and we’ll provide the info.

In order to get an excellent color picture you don’t adjust the color at all. Your energy must be directed toward getting a good b&w picture on your color TV. That is the secret. The better the b&w picture you are able to attain, the better your color picture is going to be.

Yes, there are professional service adjustments for color correction, but they are in the realm of alignment procedures and cannot be carried out by the average set owner. These procedures are off limits except for well-experienced service technicians.

To get this good b&w picture, there are three separate procedures to perform that include the manipulation of 14 controls. The first procedure is gray-scale tracking. This is done with seven controls. The second procedure is purity adjustments and utilizes three controls. The third procedure is the static convergence.
Getting an Unbelievably Good Color Picture

You hardly ever have to go through the whole bit. As your set ages and your picture changes for the worse, it becomes simply a matter of recognizing what particular trouble is occurring and reaching for the right controls to affect a cure. This analysis is not that hard because you are going to be viewing the TV continually. You will perceive a particular trouble and all its little nuances even before experienced serviceman might.

**SERVICE SWITCH**  CRT BIAS

![Diagram](Fig. 1—This represents the layout of most gray-scale tracking controls found on most color TVs. CRT bias may appear as kine bias on set.)

The first thing you have to do with our procedure to cure your color ills is to get a b&w picture on your set. With the prevalence of color programming these days, this might not be such an easy task. The best place to turn is to a station that has no network affiliation, as many of these broadcasters show old reruns and movies, many of which are in b&w.

Now that you have a b&w picture, you may notice that areas that would normally be gray or white have a color tint to them. In other words, you have a pink and white or blue and white picture instead of the normal b&w. If this problem is uniform throughout the picture, you undoubtedly have what we referred to earlier as a gray-scale tracking problem. The gray scale represents the various shades of gray that are found in the spectrum between pure white and pure black.

Before you proceed to cure this problem, make sure that it is present throughout the picture. If it is limited to certain areas, this is an entirely different problem and will be discussed later.

Once you have reached the conclusion that your TV has a tinted picture, you set about getting the tint out, or to put it another way, to get your picture to track the gray scale correctly from black through varying shades of gray to white.

There are seven controls mounted somewhere on your color TV to accomplish these ends (see Fig. 1). They are, in the order they are usually manipulated: 1) service switch; 2) red screen; 3) blue screen; 4) green screen; 5) CRT bias or kine bias; 6) blue drive and 7) green drive.

You can adjust these controls effectively without understanding at all what they do. Here’s how to proceed:

First, flick the service switch. This makes the picture disappear and causes a horizontal line to appear in the center of the screen.

If you are somewhat familiar with the concept of vertical sweep, which is what you lose when you flick the service switch, you’ll know that when this occurs as a result of some malfunction, it’s a good idea to turn the brightness control down, or else you’ll burn a trace across the screen. Well, you don’t have to worry about that with the service switch. It’s designed so that no harm will come to the picture tube.

The second step is to extinguish that horizontal line. It is a good idea to view the screen in a mirror so that you can remain at the back of the set. To get rid of that line, turn down (counterclockwise) the red-, green-, and blue-screen controls.

The third step is to turn each one back up. First advance the red till a faint red horizontal line appears. Then turn the blue so that the combination of red and blue produce a faint purple line. Then bring up the green so the addition of green light results in a faint white line. You may notice that these screen

---

**TINTED PERMANENT SPLOTCHES (BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE)**

![Diagram](Fig. 2—This is an example of poor purity. It can be cured by degaussing, adjustment of the purity-ring tabs or adjustment of yoke assembly.)

Electronics Illustrated
COLOR FRINGS ON FIGURES

NBC
(BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE)

Fig. 3—This is a problem that’s found in many color sets—color fringes in a b&w picture. The cure is reregistration by static convergence.

lines are bowed at the center rather than being perfectly straight. If this is the case with your set, it will be extremely difficult to get the three lines to overlap and blend to form a white line. An alternative procedure is to turn each control up individually and then turn it down until the line just disappears. This will produce much the same effect as the other procedure. If all three controls produce light, you have completed the gray-scale tracking adjustments. Reset the service switch and you’ll find you should have a true b&w picture.

I guess you are wondering what the other three controls are for. They are there in case of complications.

The first complication that you might come upon as your TV ages will be when you turn up a screen control but it doesn’t produce its respective color line.

That’s when the CRT bias (or kine bias) control (or switch) becomes useful. Let’s take the case where there is no green light even when the green-screen control is turned to its extreme clockwise position. Leave the green-screen control at the extreme clockwise position and set the red- and blue-screen controls at the extreme counterclockwise position.

Then turn the CRT bias control clockwise while watching the screen. At some point green should appear once more. (If it doesn’t you have more serious troubles which are out of the realm of this article.) The point at which the green line appears is the correct setting of the CRT-bias control. Now perform the gray-scale tracking procedures as previously outlined.

Why did the green disappear at a lower setting of CRT bias making it mandatory to increase bias? The emission of the green gun in the picture tube has dropped. It’s a sign of picture-tube aging. With this procedure you have extended the life of the tube.

When you adjust the screen controls, you are manipulating the dark areas of the picture so that they appear as black or gray. These dark areas are known as the lowlights of the picture. A problem may also arise with the bright areas on the screen. These highlights are where you expect to see white. If these areas are tinted with color you will have to adjust the last two gray-scale controls—the green and blue drive.

These two controls have the same affect on their respective color highlights as the screen controls had on their lowlights.

Why is there no red-drive control? The red is set by the manufacturer and acts as a reference for the green and blue.

Should there be a color tint in the highlights, correct it with the two drive controls. For instance, if there is a green highlight tint, turn the green drive down ever so slightly. Or if there is a pink highlight tint, adjust both green and blue drive controls until the tint is gone.

If you recall, I said that a tinting problem in one or more specific areas—not across the entire screen—was indicative of a problem that had nothing to do with gray-scale tracking. This is a purity problem. The tint is usually found around the screen edges es-

Fig. 4—Here a technician is performing static convergence. Note that he is now adjusting the blue-static magnet which is at 12 o’clock position.
Getting an Unbelievably Good Color Picture

There are three procedures to get rid of purity problems. They are: degaussing, proper beam centering and proper screen scanning.

Restating the term degaussing to demagnetizing simplifies the idea greatly. Like many other metal objects, portions of your picture tube (the shoulder mask) can become magnetized, throwing your picture out of kilter and producing color impurities. A degaussing coil will remove magnetic field found especially in the corners of rectangular tubes (see Fig. 2). This difficulty is also found at screen center.

The third reason for color impurities on the screen, especially around the edges, is improper beam scanning due to movement of the yoke. This could occur due to aging or moving of the TV set or could become apparent after you degauss or adjust the purity-ring tabs. The yoke adjustment is simple. Loosen the yoke and push or pull it slightly back and forth while watching the screen. Stop and tighten the yoke when the purity problem disappears.

Each of these three procedures to cure purity problems can interact with each other. If they do, simply go back and forth among them until you eliminate the interaction.

The procedure is simple. Take the coil, plug it in away from the set then lay it flat against part of the perimeter of the tube, back off about six ft. while moving the coil in a circular motion. That’s it. You can degauss while the TV is on or off. You can degauss as often as you like.

Lots of TVs have automatic degaussing coils installed in the set. On occasion these sets still need to be degaussed externally. Where can you get a degaussing coil? At any electronic parts distributor. They start at about $5. If you have a color TV and intend to do your own touchups, it’s a good investment.

When degaussing doesn’t completely cure the purity problem you’ll have to go to the neck of the picture tube and make adjustments.

The neck adjustments cannot be made with a b&w picture. You must make these adjustments with only one color field showing. To be specific, turn down the blue- and green-screen controls and turn up the red. Or you could use two of the color-killer switches to shut off the two guns. This will give you a red field. Your adjustment techniques are going to work toward producing the purest red field possible, all over the screen.

To cure the center screen purity problem centering devices called purity rings are installed around the neck of the picture tube. The correct position for the tabs on the rings is usually near but not on twelve o’clock. Lots of times all you have to do is simply turn these two tabs and watch the impurity disappear which means a pure red field. Other times, you must turn the two tabs independently and they can end up anywhere. Anyway they are easy to turn and it will take very little time for the adjustment.

Once the red field is pure, you’ll find the blue and green fields are also pure and you can redo the gray-scale adjustments to restore the b&w picture.

The correct position for the tabs is near but not on twelve o’clock. Lots of times all you have to do is simply turn these two tabs and watch the impurity disappear which means a pure red field. Other times, you must turn the two tabs independently and they can end up anywhere. Anyway they are easy to turn and it will take very little time for the adjustment.

The correct position for the tabs is near but not on twelve o’clock. Lots of times all you have to do is simply turn these two tabs and watch the impurity disappear which means a pure red field. Other times, you must turn the two tabs independently and they can end up anywhere. Anyway they are easy to turn and it will take very little time for the adjustment.

The correct position for the tabs is near but not on twelve o’clock. Lots of times all you have to do is simply turn these two tabs and watch the impurity disappear which means a pure red field. Other times, you must turn the two tabs independently and they can end up anywhere. Anyway they are easy to turn and it will take very little time for the adjustment.

The correct position for the tabs is near but not on twelve o’clock. Lots of times all you have to do is simply turn these two tabs and watch the impurity disappear which means a pure red field. Other times, you must turn the two tabs independently and they can end up anywhere. Anyway they are easy to turn and it will take very little time for the adjustment.

The correct position for the tabs is near but not on twelve o’clock. Lots of times all you have to do is simply turn these two tabs and watch the impurity disappear which means a pure red field. Other times, you must turn the two tabs independently and they can end up anywhere. Anyway they are easy to turn and it will take very little time for the adjustment.
A WELL-PLANNED ham convention is an event that is remembered with pleasure for many years by those lucky enough to attend. Lucky in this context, meaning those with the interest and foresight to make the effort to get to the convention.

What happens at conventions that have this impact? Aren’t they mostly lots of dull talks and boring exhibits of ham gear? Not if the convention committee is worth its salt; they’re not. A good committee will have top-notch speakers and moderators for the talks, will see that most of the manufacturers are there to show and tell with their new products, will arrange for an auction or a swap section for exchanging used gear, will try to have events for every type of amateur interest.

One of the big drawing cards for any convention is the array of prizes to be given away. These usually range from one or two complete SSB stations down to a myriad of smaller prizes. There are so many prizes at some conventions that it is unusual for anyone to go away empty-handed. These prizes are either donated by the more active amateur manufacturers or sold on a cost basis to the convention committee.

In addition to all those nice prizes, a good hamfest will have talks and technical sessions for just about every phase of the hobby. Amateur radio is actually many hobbies, with considerable overlap among the more active hams. While one group lives and dies according to its position on the DX country lists, others are giving up their nights to bounce signals back from the moon.

The ARRL addicts will have an ARRL forum where they can hear League officials reassure them that everything is okay and that rumors of any problems are just the work of scurvy opportunists. Since this is just exactly what they came to hear, it is music to their ears.

The two-meter FM crowd seems to be everywhere at conventions these days, talking to each other from their cars, with hand units and in general letting everyone know that FM is the In thing. They have their own schedule of talks at many conventions, with slides of snowbound repeater sites, maps of repeater coverage, tales of repeater club wars, and constant one-upmanship with newer and more sophisticated gear.

DX operators, their pockets bulging with rare QSL cards, flock to slide shows of operations on unknown coral reefs, deserts and spots that even the National Geographic Society would find hard to believe.

Members of a hundred different nets get together to meet in person. MARS, AREC, doctors, clerky, traffic, airport managers, you name it and there is a net and they get together. Even the Eyehank Net gets together for an eyeball QSO.

The CW men try their hands at the code speed contest and come out with certificates attesting to their abilities. High-speed code is an art form and the practitioners are a breed apart in the realm of 50 words per minute and above. There is something particularly impressive about the nonchalance of the code expert. He is lord and master and he knows it. It is an experience to watch one of these showmen at work. They will turn on a code tape, let it play for a little while, talk with one or two friends for a moment and then turn to the typewriter and let fly. The conversation with friends and onlookers keeps right on as the typewriter clacks away, with pauses that begin to convince the audience that this time the message must have really gotten away from him. But no, the keys flash at incredible speed and he is soon caught up, never missing a beat on his conversation.

The fox hunters are out in force on this day, too. With weird loops and directional antennas sprouting from their cars, they are off in a screech after the hidden transmitter, each absolutely sure that he is going the right way, with each heading off in a different direction. Soon the cars are zipping back the opposite way, again sure of their bearings.

The antenna nuts gather to listen to experts pontificate on quads, spiral arrays and other esoterica. Some of the antenna man-
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You can’t buy these Realistic stereo components just anywhere . . only at 1000 Allied Radio Shack stores.

Lightweight “Air Cushioned” Stereo Headphones. 40-15,000 Hz audio response.

11.95

“Modulaire” Changer. Includes stereo cartridge with diamond needle, base, 45-rpm adapter, dust cover, record brush.

39.95

Custom “Pro” Stereo Headphones. Exclusive “Bassport” for 20-20,000 Hz response.

22.95


29.95
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A valuable money-saving, time-saving Buying Guide for kit builders, hobbyists, experimenters, Hams, "fix-it men," every student and teacher of electronics. 1000's of bargains in everything from "AA" batteries to Zener diodes and all the "pieces and parts" in between. Like hard-to-find phonograph needles and accessories, recording cassettes, cartridges and accessories, replacement speakers, microphones, headphones, cables and connectors and — you name it! Plus — our exclusive Science Fair® and Knight-Kit® products for '72. Allied Radio Shack is the one chain of stores that really cares about selling the "little things," too. We've proved it by publishing this special catalog — and by stocking its items in our over 950 stores coast-to-coast.
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THIS CARD IS FOR A FRIEND
ALLIED RADIO SHACK
CATALOG SAVES YOU
MONEY ON ALL THIS
ANTENNAS • BATTERIES • DIODES
CAPACITORS • SEMICONDUCTORS
WIRE/CABLE • EDUCATIONAL KITS
GRILLE CLOTH • FIBER OPTICS • IC'S
JACKS • KNOBS • OSCILLOSCOPES
L-PADS • P-BOXES • RESISTORS
ULTRASONIC ALARMS • PHONES
VHF ANTENNAS • AND MORE!!!

EVERYTHING IS SO EASY TO
FIND... AND EASY TO BUY!

How many ARS stores are in your state?

... Over 950 stores... in 747 cities
... in 49 states! Six big warehouses
keep these stores stocked to the rafters
... no wasted trips when you're an ARS
customer. If a store's not near you
(unlikely!) you can use this catalog to
shop by mail!

We service what we sell—nationwide!

MAIL CARD TODAY
THERE'S A CARD FOR YOU
AND A CARD FOR A FRIEND!
And every one costs less than $60. No wonder we’re the world’s largest audio dealer. Get a bargain today.

MC-1000 Speakers. Only 8¼x11¼x17¼” small. But they’re air-loaded for thunderous bass. Lustrous walnut finish. 50.00 ea.


Stereo Modules—Side-by-side or stacked. A perfect electronic and visual match. Each with 7x10x4” walnut case.

SA-175B 24-watt Stereo Amplifier. All necessary controls, inputs, outputs. 59.95

TM-175 FM Stereo Tuner. FET front end, other “Big Tuner” features. 49.95

TR-175 8-Track Cartridge Player. Play your car tapes at home, too. 59.95
OF ALL the far-fetched schemes dreamed up for CB, none quite matches the latest. It's called the National CB Museum and it's being fashioned after the world-famous Baseball Hall of Fame in upstate New York. Unlike other attempts to launch a CB plan with a nationwide base, this one is off to a running start and may well succeed. The idea of a museum devoted to CB has proven so intriguing that it's already won widespread support from CBers, clubs, CB manufacturers, the FCC and even a U.S. Congressman.

The museum concept has also drawn waves of skepticism from CBers who have been fleeced by fly-by-night organizations who solicit dollars and then quietly disappear.

To get a closer look at the men behind the museum, I went to Spring Valley in southeastern New York. The idea was dreamed up by the Citizens Radio Assoc. of Rockland, a durable club that's been operating with about 75 members for a dozen years. I've met national CB organizers before—from a pistol-packing Georgian, to a Chicago boilermaker—but this group operated with professionalism not often seen in CB. Officials were assembled, exhibits were ready on the table and I was invited to ask questions about any part of the operation.

The museum will be filled with artifacts and memorabilia of CB history; the earliest rigs, QSLs and ancient flyers of by-gone jamborees. One section will be a CB Hall of Fame to honor individuals who've done something significant for the service. The museum will maintain the world's largest file of QSL cards. A schematic reference section will offer a complete file of technical dope to anyone seeking outdated service literature. A research library will house every obtainable publication pertaining to CB. There'll be an FCC exhibit and a manufacturers' display area.

Every phase of the operation including press releases, slick brochures, fund-raising kits and traveling evangelists, smacks of professionalism that's not home-town CB. Yet, the story of how it got started sounds plausible.

It began about a year ago when the Rockland club looked for camping grounds in the Catskill mountains—a two-hour drive north of New York City. The club purchased 40 acres in the town of Kerhonkson and then split the area in two. Half was retained by the club; the remaining 20 acres were divided into two-acre parcels and quarter-acre campsites which sold to members at $100 each. With land backing the deal, the total purchase of 40 acres ($10,000) was easily raised from the sale of parcels to members.

Once the club held the land, members started building an access into it. "Let's name this road after George Nims Raybin," someone said. Raybin, an attorney from the Bronx, had just died (and is almost certain to become CB's first folklore hero). He spent his last years of retirement bombarding the FCC with legalistic petitions for changes in the rules. Raybin is given credit for two important changes in FCC policy: the setting aside of a special channel (9); and the continuity of call letters, where a license keeps the same letters after renewal.

"We'll build a statue to George Nims," was another suggestion heard among the road-building CBers in Kerhonkson. But the next remark struck the magical chord: "Let's build a museum."

That launched the [Continued on page 102]
THE COUNTERS ARE COMING!

By LESLIE POWELL

ONCE upon a time it was called esoteriue, engineering overindulgence or a plaything for the affluent. Yet it was always mysterious and intriguing. The bright Nixie-tube readout was a guaranteed show stopper when it displayed the frequency of an input signal in big orange numerals. 1503? ke proclaimed, unequivocally and with fantastic accuracy. Such was the frequency counter. What a machine it was! But it's a new ball game now.

Formerly aimed at the industrial market at out-of-sight prices, the frequency counter is one of the important fallbacks of our rapidly advancing technology. The declining prices of integrated circuits and digital-display devices as well as fierce competition have made the frequency counter a test instrument that almost every hobbyist and service technician can now afford. The day when the frequency counter will compete with a VTVM and a scope for space on a test bench is here.

At one time counter prices ranged upward from $1,000, depending on the upper frequency limit. Today, wired counters are down to around $400 while kits start at $135.

The old-fashioned way of determining frequency involved a scope and a signal whose frequency you knew. Combining the two frequencies in the scope produced a lissajous pattern from which the unknown frequency could be determined. Looking back, this was an inelegant method fraught with booby traps.
If a diode shorted or opened a drastic voltage change occurred. But in a modern TV receiver you might find a synchronous detector, with the incoming sound IF being beat against the signal from a fixed-frequency oscillator. If the value of any one of several parts changes, the fixed oscillator changes frequency, the detector goes haywire, and it can take hours to find out what's wrong, because you must first make certain the fixed oscillator is on frequency. A counter will immediately indicate the fixed-oscillator's frequency.

A tape recorder, the Revox A77, uses an oscillator for precise control of capstan-motor speed. A counter is a must for correct speed adjustment; even for a minor repair in the capstan-motor-control circuit. Fact is, more and more consumer and commercial equipment such as adding machines, two-way radios and photographic timers are incorporate digital circuitry, and there is no way to service this gear easily without a counter.

**There are two basic** types of counters. The frequency counter and the digital counter. Both provide a similar readout by means of devices that form numerals. The frequency counter, the less expensive instrument, does what its name implies—it counts (indicates) frequency. The digital counter is more sophisticated, indicating frequency, random counts per known time interval, total of counts per time interval, ratio between two frequencies or time periods, and a host of other things primarily of value to research and test labs.

For hams, a counter means precise setting of a VFO. For example, got a schedule on 14.125 mc? Simply crank the VFO until the counter displays 14.125 and you are sitting right on frequency.

Or maybe you're an SWL with a typical uncalibrated calibrated dialed, and you want to dig out R. Sweden on 15375 kc. Simply connect any cheap RF signal generator to a counter, tune the generator until the counter indicates 15375 kc and then tune the receiver to the generator's signal. It’s the closest you’ll get to owning a gold-plated receiver, and you’ll probably be a lot more accurate.

And CBers aren’t left out, either. The new super-selective transceivers, and the SSB models, require really precise alignment. Try using a standard signal generator and its dial inaccuracy, no matter how small, will leave you with screeching, hissy AM recep-

---

**THE COUNTERS ARE COMING!**

Unknown input freq. -> Amp and pulse generator -> Gate -> Decade counters & displays

**Fig. 1**—Basic Counter. Pulse generator converts input signal to pulses. Time-base generator opens gate: counters count pulses in the interval of time the gate stays open.

On the other hand a scope with calibrated, triggered sweep could measure the frequency of a signal. But such a scope is very expensive.

Counters are valuable because modern equipment is extremely frequency dependent. Using conventional test equipment and techniques you can at best expect to plod along for hours doing a job a counter can knock off in minutes.

For example, the old standard FM detector used two diodes and was easy to service.

**Fig. 2**—Assume gate length is 1 ms. Since 10 pulses pass through gate in this time, frequency of signal is 10 cycles/ms or 10 kc.

**Fig. 3**—Counter configuration for measuring low-frequency signals. Here, counting pulses from internal osc. produces higher accuracy.

---

Electronics Illustrated
Fig. 4—Hewlett Packard 5301A. 10 cps-10 mc.

$520

Fig. 5—Eldorado Electrodata 225. DC-15 mc.

$395

Fig. 6—Heath SM-105A (not kit). 10 cps-80 mc.

$395

Fig. 7—Weston Model 1250. DC to 25 mc.

$475

Fig. 8—Monsanto Model 150A. 5 cps-32 mc.

$134.50

Fig. 9—Micro-Z fm-36. Audio-35 mc (kit).

Fig. 10—Simpson 2725A. 5 cps to 32 mc.

$525

tion, or Donald Duck SSB chatter. But set up the generator with a frequency counter first and you get lab-standard generator calibration. And don't forget that the counter will check the transmitter's frequency tolerance.

While it doesn't appear that a counter has value for the audiophile, consider modern top-of-the line stereo receivers. Those crystal filters or high-Q IF strips require very precise alignment; a counter will turn even a $20 signal generator into a lab-standard generator. Even the adjustment of the 19- and 38-ke filters requires better accuracy than is built into even a quality audio generator.

Fact is, counters can be used in many unusual consumer applications. For example, tuning an electronic organ is child's play if you use a counter—which is less expensive than commercial organ-tuning devices.

Using a reflecting sensor and a counter, you can end up with a tachometer that can be used to check an auto engine's rpm, or to check speed of any rotating equipment.

**How a Counter Works.** A frequency counter consists basically of a gate, time-base generator and decade counting assemblies (which include the readout devices) is shown in Fig. 1. The time-base generator opens and closes the gate; the decade counter counts the number of pulses (converted from the input signal) which pass through the gate and indicates the number of pulses on the readout device.

For illustration, assume the input frequency is unknown. The time-base generator has been set to 1,000 cps; meaning, the gate is open for an interval of 1 ms (millisecond). If during the time when the gate is open 10 cycles of the input signal pass through the gate, the decade counter will indicate 1,000. On the Heath IB-101 counter the decade counters are tied to the time-base selector in such a way that the readout is 10. The time-base selector lamp indicates kHz, meaning the unknown input frequency is 10 kc. Should the input frequency change, the pulses are counted each time the gate opens, and the display changes with the input frequency.

If the input frequency is 1 kc, only one cycle goes through the gate in 1 ms, so the counter would indicate 1 kc. Obviously, the counter cannot count a portion of the cycle, so in Fig. 1, 1-kc would be the lower limit; you could not count 500 cps with a 1-ms gate length. (However, the Heath also has
THE COUNTERS ARE COMING!

a one-second gate which is explained in the report on their IB-101 counter.)

To get greater accuracy at low frequencies, a different circuit configuration is used to control the gate, as shown in Fig. 3. The unknown input frequency becomes the time base while a much higher known-frequency signal to the input is counted. The display device then indicates the count of the known gate input frequency.

For example, assume that with a known input of 1,000 cps the display indicates 10,000. This would mean the gate must be open long enough for 10,000 cycles to pass through the gate; therefore, the gate must be open for a duration of 10 ms. This means, therefore, that the frequency of the unknown signal is 100 cps.

The counter's selector switch, which determines the known input frequency, also inserts the decimal point in the correct position and the readout would show 100.00. If the selector switch is calibrated in cps and kc, the counter would indicate 100 with the cps position. (The decimal point is generally determined by the selector switch, with extraneous zeros suppressed.)

In precision lab counters the configuration in Fig. 3 is used to obtain very high accuracy when measuring low-frequency signals. In service and test bench counters the circuit in Fig. 1 is used for all measurements because it provides good low-frequency accuracy at low cost.

A counter's accuracy is determined by the time-base stability plus or minus one count (the least-significant digit). The plus or minus one count is caused by the internal counting circuit and is common to all counters. The time-base stability is determined either by the crystal that provides the reference frequency (clock), or by the 60-cps power-line frequency. In lab counters the crystal is in a heated oven. In service-grade counters the crystal is a trimmer-corrected type (for zero beat) such as you'd find in a 1-mc standard, as used by hams and SWLs. It has a typical stability of 0.002 per cent.

Fig. 11—Nixie tube, used in many counters, is shown in photo at far left. It consists of wires in shapes of numerals 0-9. Principle of operation is same as neon lamp. Solid-state numeric indicator in photo at near right is Hewlett Packard's HP-5082 series. Numerals are formed with seven segments that are made up of light-emitting diodes.

Fig. 12—Heathkit IB-102 scaler (under counter) can divide up to 150-mc signal by 100 or 10. 107-mc readout is of FM generator.
The trimmer is calibrated by zero beating the oscillator output against WWV or a precise known frequency, such as an AM broadcast station whose stability is ±20 cps.

Display devices are generally one of three types: 1) Nixie (Fig. 11), which is a miniature high-voltage neon glow tube with 0-9 numerals; 2) LED (light-emitting diode), generally a seven-segment device (Fig. 11) with several LEDs in a string forming each segment; 3) Panelescent, a 6-, 8- or 9-segment device in which individual segments are made to glow upon the application of voltage. Since LED and panelescent display are, low-voltage and low-current devices they are used in battery-powered counters.

A low-cost accessory known as a scaler extends a counter's frequency range by dividing the unknown signal before it gets to the counter. For example, the Heath IB-102 scaler can divide by 10 or 100. If set to the +10 position it will divide the unknown frequency by 10, and feed the output to the counter. If the unknown frequency fed into the scaler is 100 mc, the scaler output into the counter is 10 mc. You simply multiply the counter's display by 10 to get the known frequency. If the scaler is set to +100, the 100-mc input to the scaler would come out as 1 mc, and you would multiply the counter's readout by 100 to obtain the unknown frequency. Scalers are independent instruments, and you can usually use a Brand A scaler with a Brand B or C counter.

Presently, two counters are available for under $200. One is the $199.95 Heathkit IB-101 which is intended for general experimenter, service and lab work. Another kit counter is the $134.50 Micro-Z fm-36.


Report on The Heathkit IB-101

The Heathkit IB-101 has a range of 1 cps to over 15 mc. The input impedance is 1 megohm (shunted by less than 20 μF). The trigger level is set automatically and there's a five-digit readout that provides eight-digit capability. There is only one operating control, the kHz/Hz range-selector switch.

Input sensitivity (minimum input signal) is rated at 100 mv from 1 cps to 15 mc. The maximum input voltage is 200 V (rms) from 1 cps to 1 kc. Above 1 kc, the maximum input voltage drops 48 V per-decade-increase in frequency. The internal time-base oscillator is a trimmer-corrected 1-mc crystal. The gate time is 1 sec. for the Hz range and 1 ms for the kHz range.

First we'll explain how eight-digit readout capability is achieved with five Nixie tubes. Assume the counter is connected to a 12,965,543-cps (12.965,543 mc) oscillator. With the range switch in the kc position, the readout will be 12965 (12.965 kc)—the five most significant digits of the frequency. When the range switch is set to the cps position, the display will be 65543 cps—the five least significant digits of the frequency. Since you have the first five digits you are now interested only in the last three, 543, for an eight-digit readout.

What this looks like is shown below:

kHz range 12965543
Hz range 12965543

Panel lamps indicate whether the range switch is set to kHz or Hz. A third panel lamp, marked over, indicates whether the range is set correctly. For example, if the switch is [Continued on page 98]
HIGH atop a mountain sits a repeater that rebroadcasts flea-power ham signals to amateur stations hundreds of miles away. Live TV programs from the far corners of the earth reach you through repeaters in communications satellites. Fact is, all over the world there are sensitive tiny repeaters that pick up a signal and retransmit it to places the original would never get to.

Our voice-operated (VOX) CB Repeater gives you some of the communications flexibility that the commercial repeaters give the big operators. Remember the time you got stuck in the house waiting for a scheduled call? No longer do you have to stay glued to the CB rig. Simply connect the Repeater to your rig (the speaker), tuck a walkie talkie in your pocket and as soon as the call comes in it will be rebroadcast to you in the backyard. When the incoming call goes off, the Repeater goes off automatically.

So why not simply use the walkie-talkie to receive the call you're waiting for? Because the walkie-talkie's receiver is nowhere as sensitive or selective as the receiver in your 5-watt transceiver.

The Repeater is a low-power (about 60 mw) crystal-controlled transmitter that is turned on by your 5-watt rig's audio output. All you need do is connect the power cord and a cable from the Repeater to the transceiver's remote or external-speaker jack. The Repeater works with all standard and tone-coded squelch circuits because it is keyed only by the signal at the transceiver's speaker. It can be powered by either your car's battery through a cigar-lighter plug, or by a 9-V battery (the large size such as Eveready 246, 266 or 276).

The normal working range is about ¼ mile, though you might get reliable reception up to ½ mile with a sensitive walkie-talkie. The range is also affected by the Repeater's antenna. A stiff wire about 12 in. long is good for up to ½ mile; a telescoping whip antenna (such as a 52-in. walkie-talkie replacement, Lafayette 99 F 30082) will increase

Fig. 1—Coils L2 and L4 are held in place over L1 and L3 by applying one or two drops of GE RTV Clear Seal. No other type sealant should be used.
the range to about 1/4 mile. The Repeater’s location also affects the range: it is greater when mounted on a car’s dash rather than on the seat. It’s even greater if mounted outside the car on the hood or roof.

**Construction.** The Repeater is built on a 2 x 4 3/4-in. piece of perforated board which is mounted on the side of the main section of a 2 3/4 x 2 3/4 x 5 in. Minibox (Fig. 4). The wiring layout of the board is critical, therefore follow ours as shown in Fig. 2. A larger cabinet can be substituted, though RF output jack J1 should be kept close to the board’s RF output terminals.

The board must be Keystone G-pattern or equivalent as the extra holes allow more precise positioning of parts. Vector type T28 push-in terminals are used for tie points. Drill three mounting holes for the board first; don’t attempt to drill after the wiring is completed. Coils L1 and L3 are standard, pre-wound, subminiature RF coils. Coils L2 and L4 are wound over L1 and L3 after they are firmly mounted on the board.

Note the ground solder lug at the mounting hole next to L2/L4; this is installed during assembly of the board. The terminals of L1 and L3 exactly match the G-pattern-board hole spacing. To mount the coils, twist their lugs exactly 90° with long-nose pliers; the lugs will then drop right into push-in terminals spaced three holes apart.

Install L1 and L3 before any other components. Then mount a push-in terminal on each side of L1 and one on the board-edge of L3. Wind L2 directly over L1’s winding at the bottom of the coil in the following manner:

Tensilize a 6-in. length of No. 22 enameled solid wire by clamping one end in a vise and pulling on the other end until the wire goes dead slack. Scrape 1/4 in. of insulation from one end of the wire and solder the end to either push-in terminal flanking L1. Pass the wire over the top of L1 and close-wind 1 1/2 turns—wind completely around the coil once, go over the top again and stretch the wire to the other push-in terminal. Scrape off 1/4 in. of insulation and solder the wire to the terminal.

In a similar manner, using a 12-in. length of wire, wind six turns (L4) over the bottom...
CB Repeater

Fig. 3—Q1, Q4 are low-power crystal-controlled transmitter. Modulation to L3 comes from T1 via R5, B+ to oscillator Q1 goes through Q2, which is normally off, hence, Q1 is off. When audio is fed to T1, voltage at T1's secondary is rectified. Filtered and fed to Q3, which turns on Q2. When Q2 is on it supplies B+ to Q1, turning it on. When audio stops, C4 discharges and Q1 goes off. Too much audio produces distortion: too little audio and Q1 won't come on.

end of L3. But this time, solder one end of the wire to the ground lug at the bottom of L3 and pass the wire under L3. Connect the free end of the wire to the push-in terminal near the edge of the board. Secure L2 and L4 with a small drop of GE's RTV Clear Seal. Don't use any other GE RTV silicone rubber adhesive, such as Silastic, as it will affect the coil's inductance.

Complete almost all the wiring associated with Q1 and Q4 first, leaving the mounting of crystal socket S01 and connection until later. Do not install C3 and R6 yet. Also, make certain R2 is in the clear so it can be changed if necessary. Install modulation transformer T1 adjacent to S01, as shown, and then complete the board's wiring.

To avoid soldering heat damage to D1, leave D1's leads 1/2 in. long. During adjustment and check-out you will have to get at Q2's terminals so position Q2 at the edge of the board, and bend the leads so its body is almost against the board.

Checkout and Adjustment. Plug a third-overtone CB transmit crystal in S01. Though any crystal might work, the circuit is designed for low-cost crystals used in tube transceivers—the ones that connect from grid to ground. Plate-to-grid crystals will generally work, though they might not oscillate precisely on frequency.

Set up either a 9- or 12-VDC power source for the Repeater; use the highest voltage you will normally use. Connect a DC milliammeter rated higher than 20 ma in series with the positive power-supply lead. Short Q2's emitter-collector. Apply power. Using a plastic alignment tool, adjust L1's slug for a maximum meter indication. It will normally be from 2 to 5 ma, though it could be outside this range.

Remove the crystal to check oscillation; the current should drop to almost zero. If

---

**PARTS LIST**

- **Ant.**—Telescoping whip antenna (see text)
- **Capacitors:** 15 V or higher
  - C1—10 µf disc or silvered mica
  - C2,C6—0.005 µf disc
  - C3—0.001 µf disc
  - C4—50 µf electrolytic
  - C5—20 µf disc or silvered mica
  - C7—0.05 µf disc
- **Diodes:**
  - D1—1N60 diode
- **Misc.**:
  - L1,L3—1.25 nH subminiature adjustable
  - J1—Five-way insulated binding post
  - J2—Phono jack
  - L2—Telescoping whip antenna (see text)
  - Q1—LS-53 transistor (Motorola)
  - Q2—2N5355 transistor (GE)
  - Q3—2N3393 transistor (GE)
  - Resistors: ¼ watt, 10%
  - R1,R8—10,000 ohms
  - R2—100,000 ohms
  - R3—220 ohms
  - R4—470 ohms
  - R5—68 ohms
  - R6,R7—1,500 ohms
  - R9—6,800 ohms
  - R10—820 ohms
  - SO1—Crystal Socket
- **Misc.**:
  - T1—Transistor output transformer; primary: 125 ohms center tapped, secondary: 3.2 ohms (Lafayette 33 F 85721)
  - XTAL—CB transmit crystal (see text)
  - Misc.—2 ½ x 2 ½ x 5-in. Minibox, perforated board, push-in terminals, No. 22 enameled wire

*Note: L1 and L3 are available for $3.50 each from Custom Components, Box 153, Malverne, N.Y. 11565. Add 75¢ for postage and handling per order. N.Y. State residents add sales tax. No foreign orders.

---

**Electronics Illustrated**
it doesn't, there is a wiring error. Plug in the crystal again and note the current. It should rise instantly when the crystal is plugged in. If the meter response is not instantaneous (if it takes a second or so to rise), indicating slow oscillator starting, adjust L1's slug slightly until the oscillator starts as soon as the crystal is plugged in. When you are certain oscillation starts immediately, disconnect power and install C3 and R6.

Connect a temporary wire antenna, about 12-in. long, to J1 and apply power. Adjust L3's slug for minimum current. The current will be about 6 ma higher than that of the oscillator alone. Next, tune in the Repeater's signal on a transceiver or walkie-talkie and then remove the Repeater's crystal. The current should drop to almost zero. If it fails to drop to zero, or if you hear hash in the monitor receiver, the repeater is oscillating.

Don't try to eliminate the oscillation by using metal shields. First try shifting Q1's and Q4's leads to a slightly different position. If this fails to stop the oscillation, turn L3's slug clockwise ¼ turn at a time until the oscillation stops. Make certain the oscillation is killed by inserting and withdrawing the crystal several times, as the starting of the oscillator can start the self-oscillation.

Disconnect power and remove Q2's collector-emitter short. Connect J2 to the output of a transceiver or portable radio. Make certain the radio's volume is turned completely down and apply power to the Repeater. The meter should indicate virtually zero current. If it indicates greater than 1 ma, there is a wiring error in Q2's circuit.

Turn up the radio's volume to a normal listening level; this should trigger the repeater into operation, indicated by a sharp rise in the current. Note that when the Repeater is triggered by sound the meter will indicate considerably more current than was obtained when only the transmitter was checked out. The extra current is not in the transmitter—the power is not increased.

When the radio volume is turned down, the transmitter will automatically turn off after a second or so. If the transmitter does not completely turn off, as indicated by a current greater than 1 ma, increase the value of R2 to 150,000 ohms. If the transmitter still does not completely turn off, increase R2 to 220,000 ohms. The correct value will depend on the particular transistor used for Q1, and will be 100,000 to 220,000 ohms.

When you are certain the Repeater is working normally, install the board in the cabinet using a ½ spacer at each mounting screw, and connect the jacks and power cable.

Using the Repeater. You cannot rebroadcast a signal on the same channel as the 5-watt rig is set to because the Repeater's output will jam the 5-watt rig. To allow for the overload-prone input and/or reduced selectivity of some 5-watt rigs, keep maximum frequency separation between the received and rebroadcast signals. As a general rule, if you receive on Channels 1 to 11, rebroadcast on Channel 23. If you receive on Channels 12 to 23, rebroadcast on Channel 1.

The Repeater's antenna can be a 12-in. length of wire for short-range work. If you require a longer range, or a stronger short-range signal, solder a banana plug to the bottom of a walkie-talkie replacement telescoping whip and use the whip extended full length. Changing the Repeater's operating frequency does not require retuning L1 or L3, or changing the length of the antenna.
The story of a household that comes into the international limelight by carrying on a ham conversation with King Hussein.

IN all the 60 years of its history, no event in amateur radio hit the world’s headlines with such force and stayed there with such sustained drama as the amateur radio link last September between hams around the world and one of the fraternity’s newest members—King Hussein of Jordan.

The situation would have been dramatic enough without amateur radio. The King of Jordan was fighting for his life and throne in the beleaguered capital city of Amman. According to the last news reports that got out of the city, hundreds were dying in a bloody civil war, even the Red Cross couldn’t get into Amman to help the wounded and homeless and the King’s wife and family had been evacuated. The tough little warrior King, direct descendant of Mohammed the Prophet, stayed to battle it out with the rebels, no quarter expected, none given.

Laurie Margolis, G3UML and his father, Maurice (G3NMR) were among the first radio amateurs to contact Hussein when the King had come on the air in March, 1970. They have one of the much-prized QSLs which the King, in his enthusiasm as a newfledged radio amateur, had written out by hand.

At 0015 on September 17, my son, Laurie heard JY1 talking to WA3HUP. It was Mary-Anne Crider and her husband, Charles, who had become so friendly with the King over the air that he had invited them to visit him in Amman. Mary-Anne was already handling the King’s QSLs—quite an undertaking once the world’s amateurs realised that not only was JY1 a very rare amateur station, but that it was a real live King operating!

The QSO of September 17 that Laurie heard was stilted and brief, but it was more or less a normal amateur radio contact, except for the very deep concern WA3HUP expressed for Hussein’s safety and welfare.

The circumstances were extraordinary, particularly when the King acknowledged a casual call from another amateur and gave him a report, as if there were no civil war raging in Amman.

Laurie didn’t attempt to break the QSO but he did tape it. Then I called the newsdesk of the BBC to tell them what was happening.

At 0630 a BBC Radio Newscar arrived outside our quiet, suburban house. The BBC reporter, David Mellor, interviewed Laurie and transmitted the tape back to the studio, 10 miles away, where it was used at once by a nationwide news program of great distinc-
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Talk about a phone patch! The English leave no stone unturned as they hoist a microwave dish 100 ft. to relay a live television transmission from the Margolis dining room.

The Margolis home is besieged by TV crews from the BBC and American networks as word leaks out that the King of Jordan is on the line.

tion, called Today.

The London evening papers picked up the story. Our phone began to ring and it didn’t stop for 10 days.

By that time Amman had become a silent city news-wise. The world’s journalists were trapped inside, at peril of their lives and all lines of communication were cut. Only the tenuous, improbable link of amateur radio survived and the only amateur radio station in Jordan belonged to the King.

It was on this link that the press were forced to rely. That night representatives of the major British daily papers and press agencies crowded into our home, to listen for the man they know as King Hussein of Jordan, but who was, to us, JY1.

I had warned the reporters that the chances of the King being on the air were remote, considering the circumstances in Jordan; that it was just as unlikely that radio conditions, notoriously fickle, would permit any kind of contact; that the possibility of his talking to Laurie were about 100 to 1 against. They came, all the same.

What happened next is newspaper—and amateur radio—history. Not only did the JY1 keep his sked with WA3HUP again; not only were conditions reasonable; but, when Laurie called “G3UMI on the frequency, Your Majesty,” the King replied “Stand by, Laurie,” and all hell broke loose in our house!

When that historic QSO was over we played back the tape to the reporters, interpreting the QRM-ridden SSB, word by word for them to write down. The house became a bedlam of pressmen, photographers, dispatch riders and a couple of neighbours, who wandered in to see what all the fuss was about.

Late that night the BBC Today team returned and carried away, triumphant, the tape of the QSO, which remains a prize exhibit in their program archives.

Next day the story was on the front page of every British national newspaper. Weeks later I was talking to Philip Howard, reporter on the London Times, who had been one of the newsmen in the house when Laurie spoke to the King.

“It was one of those moments, rare in any reporter’s life, that make the job worth while,” he admitted.

Early the next morning the first TV news
team arrived. By noon there was a queue of teams, including CBS and Radiotelevision Française. In the afternoon a gang from the telephone company arrived to install a special line for the mighty BBC, which decided to do a live outside broadcast from the house that night.

Down our once-quiet suburban street loomed three trucks, the smallest the size of a London bus. They parked outside and the largest truck began to sprout a dish antenna on a 100-ft. telescoping tower that dwarfed our poor Hygain antenna.

It was a fine, sunny Friday evening and soon there was a traffic jam on the street, because everybody in the district chose to drive past or stroll past or walk the dog past to see what was going on.

In the BBC TV team there were a director, an interviewer and a dozen or so technicians. What with them, a team from a rival TV organization (keeping an eye on the BBC) and half-a-dozen or so newspapermen, the house was pretty crowded.

A very superior BBC electrician, who of course knew more about electricity than a humble radio amateur, disconnected our garage supply at the fusebox and connected his own installation to the supply. The team emptied the dining room, where we keep the amateur station in one corner and filled the space with cameras, lights, tracking trolleys and enough cable to keep a hundred trolley cars happy.

This major BBC exercise wasn’t entirely successful. The interview with Laurie was okay, but amateur radio being what it is and kings and civil wars being what they are, there was no king on the frequency that night.

Later Maurice went to switch on some equipment in the garage and got quite a severe electric shock—the BBC engineer had reversed the polarity of the mains when he reconnected the supply!

For the next five days things were quiet, except for the hopeful newsmen camped in shifts on the doorstep and for the constantly screeching telephone. There was even a direct call from Tel Aviv, from the Israeli national radio station Kol Israel, to interview Laurie.

From the city of Amman there was silence.

An interesting and surprising thing about radio amateurs became apparent during those anxious days. Everybody knew by then that JY1 appeared occasionally on the air and everybody realised that every QSO was extra precious because it might be the last! Yet, when Mary-Ann and Laurie called JY1 at sked time each evening, the world’s amateurs stood by with impeccable (and, let’s face it) unusual tact and good manners.

On September 23 the BBC asked if a news documentary film team from a program called Nationwide could come and film some background to the story. Be our guests, we

[Continued on page 101]
Well, there I was at the console of this 2,000,000 watt transmitter with a 3575 kc crystal from my ham rig in my pocket...

"Beg pardon, Sir, that's the ham shack a few of the guy's have—the ship's radio room is over here."

Over and Out

"Let me understand this, Sgt.—you say you requisitioned $18.00 and bought that $150 electronic keyer at an Army surplus store?"

"Let's face it, those guys at the Pentagon are good."

"I've never seen such a sloppy outfit! Microphonic tubes, 2 IFs out of alignment, AC ripple in the standby receiver..."
Bell & Howell Technical Report

Subject: New Home Entertainment Electronics Systems Program

Competitive Advantages:
- Features first Solid-State Color TV (315-square inch, rectangular screen) Kit for at-home training to build, keep.
- Provides three additional professional quality kits to assemble, keep, use.

Components:

Specifications:
New 25" diagonal, ultra rectangular screen. 315-sq. inch viewing area. 25,000 volt, solid-state design, w/45 transistors, 55 diodes, 2 silicon rectifiers. 4 advanced IC's w/46 transistors, 21 diodes. 2 tubes: picture and high voltage rectifier.
Solid-State VHF and UHF tuners. 3-stage solid-state IF. AFT standard. VHF power tuning. Also: "Instant On" circuit, automatic color control, noise limiter.

Descriptive analysis:
Modular plug-in circuit board design provides for more than 100 advanced solid-state devices. Insures premium color, sound control, exceptional reliability, easy access. Includes Hi-Fi amplifier for sound output, built-in dot generator, tilt-out convergence panel. Handy Volt-Ohm meter permits initial set-up and adjustment plus detailed trouble-shooting. 315-sq. inch picture tube face transmits entire image. Push button channel advance. AFT module brings in perfect picture, sound automatically. Easier to service than older, non solid-state sets. Quality components throughout.

Electro-Lab-at-Home
Components included:
The Electro-Lab® consists of three units, arriving in 16 shipments which recipient assembles, keeps. All components are professional quality. The circuit DESIGN CONSOLE contains built-in power supply, test light, speaker. Patented Modular Connectors permit plug-in to console to rapidly "breadboard" many different circuits. No soldering or messy un-soldering necessary.
The portable 5-inch, wide-band OSCILLOSCOPE is calibrated for peak-to-peak voltage and time measurements... offers 3-way jacks to handle test leads, wires, plugs. Images on screen are bright, sharp.
The lightweight TRANSISTORIZED METER combines most desired features of a vacuum-tube voltmeter and a high-quality multimeter. Features a highly sensitive, 4-inch, jewel-bearing d'Arsenval meter movement. Registers slightest power surge or lag on large, easily read dial.

Program is designed to give:
- Understanding of electronic circuits in most home entertainment electronic systems
- Ability to analyze and trouble-shoot a wide variety of advanced solid-state and other TV circuits
- Capability to understand and use test equipment and procedures with special emphasis on TV testing
- Ability to assemble, test and adjust the solid-state TV kit included with the program

MAIL CARD TODAY FOR ALL THE FACTS
No Postage Needed
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Color TV is going Solid-State—here’s how to help yourself get ready for it:

There’s nothing else like this exciting new program that offers the first 315-sq. inch Solid-State Color TV available for at-home training.

As you follow the simple, step-by-step assembly and testing procedures, you will soon become thoroughly familiar with the most advanced solid-state TV circuitry. And you’ll help prepare yourself for a profitable Color TV service business of your own—either full or part time.

Why Color TV pays better.

Today, Color TV is the big seller. And tomorrow, when it goes all solid-state, the man who has mastered this circuitry, will be in demand. This, of course, is where the money is going to be made.

But, this new Bell & Howell Schools program will also give you the in-depth knowledge of the basics as well as TV circuit analysis. You’ll get the theory and practical experience you need to handle radios, Hi-Fi’s, stereos, tape recorders, B & W television as well as most other home entertainment electronic devices.

Build, keep your own 25” diagonal Solid-State Color TV Set

Whether you are a beginner, an experienced hobbyist, or a pro working in the field, you are going to be delighted with the performance you get from this new solid-state kit. So proud, you’ll want to show it off to your relatives and friends.

The “specs” at left give a few of the facts. But there are many, many features besides these which you will not find in any set on the market today. Send for all the facts and this is the one you’ll want.

You’re ready for many kinds of Home Entertainment Equipment

This is a thorough-going program, put together by professionals, with completely up-dated components and materials. When you have completed it, you’ll have a new kind of confidence in your ability to tackle almost anything related to electronics in the home. And I can assure that these devices are definitely on the increase!

In addition, you’ll have the kind of sound technical background you need for either a career as a technician in the Electronics industry or a business of your own—either full or part time.

Note: TV picture is simulated.

CONSIDER THESE ADVANTAGES:
Bell & Howell Schools' Electro-Lab-at-Home Plan gives you the most thorough background possible in solid-state Color TV. Everything comes to you by mail. No traveling. You go at your own speed and never miss a paycheck!

When you’ve completed your program, our Lifetime National Employment Service will help you locate in an area that interests you. This service is available at any time—now or in the future.

Approved for G.I. Benefits.
Our programs are approved for Veterans’ Benefits. If you’re a Vet, check the space in the card for full details.

Student Loans Available.
If you’re a non-veteran and need financial assistance, you may qualify for a student loan. This may enable you to learn now... repay later.

Special Help Sessions.
These are scheduled regularly (Saturdays) at seven Bell & Howell Schools and in many other cities. Here you can get expert guidance by top instructors to help you over any rough spots.

Bell & Howell Schools offer you even more. Once you have finished your program at home, you may decide you want more advanced preparation. In this case, you can earn transfer credits to any one of our seven schools which are located all across the country.

Mail the postage-free card today for all the facts. There is no cost or obligation of any kind.

FREE! MAIL CARD TODAY FOR ALL THE FACTS
No Postage Needed
By RON LUMACHI, WB2CQM

AH, the luxury of being able to put up a short length of antenna wire and then from the comfort of your shack flick a switch to tune the antenna to the 10, 15, 20, 40 or 80-meter ham bands. It's beautiful—especially when the antenna is far from the shack and its pouring rain.

Our project provides you with such armchair band switching for great DXing. The setup at the antenna (shown at the left) consists of a two-pole five-position rotary switch with an RF rating of about 275 watts. The switch is turned by a 1-rpm high-torque reversible AC motor. One pole of the switch selects a coil tap for each of the five bands. The second pole, driven in tandem, is connected to five indicator lights in a control box in your shack (black box at bottom left). By watching the lights, you can easily select the band of your choice as the motor turns. When the 20-meter light, say, comes on, the antenna tuning unit has been set up to resonate on 20 meters. All that remains is for you to tune the transmitter.

Construction. Begin by modifying the rotary switch. Bend up the tabs that hold the indexing rollers (Fig. 2, top) in position. Discard the rollers. Cut off the switch shaft at the notch closest to the mounting bushing. Remove the two nuts holding the wafers and two spacers from each side. Reassemble the switch. Install a shaft coupling between the motor and switch shafts; it may be either metal or wood. The shaft of the switch has a somewhat larger diameter than that of the motor.

Make an L-shaped motor mounting bracket with a piece of scrap sheet metal and cut a notch in the bracket for the motor as shown in Fig. 4. Mount the switch on one end of a 7½x4x4½ plastic food storage box so its shaft is the same height as the motor shaft. Use two 3⁄8-in spacers for clearance between the box and the switch.

Mount the SO-239 connector (SO2) near the switch and mount the nine-pin socket on one side (Fig. 4). Install the two feed-through insulators (Fig.
Fig. 2—Remove two indexing rollers (in hand in top photo) and discard them. Bend up tabs that held rollers to prevent binding. Bottom photo shows removed spacer washers. Flat bar through center of washers must be cut short. Note coupling on shaft of the motor (left).

Fig. 3—Pictorial of motor-driven tuner. Wiper lug of deck S3A is connected to center lug of SO2. The wiper of deck S3B is connected to pin 9 of SO1 (not shown). To simplify soldering to taps on coil, indent turn on each side of indicated tap point (3, 7, 14 and 30 turns from the bottom of the coil, L1).
Five-Band Ham Antenna

Fig. 4—Tuner. Note how switch is mounted to end of plastic box. Five wires at top get connected to coil. Other wires go to the nine-pin socket.

4) on the other side of the box; they should be about 4-in. apart. Solder 10-in. lengths of No. 14 insulated wire to each of the five lugs of deck S3A (nearest to S02) as shown in Fig. 3. Drill equally-spaced holes between the feed-through insulators and slip the wires through the holes. Remember that 10-meter-band lug will be at one extreme of the switch’s rotation and the 80-meter lug will be at the other. The wires to the coil get attached later.

Connect the wiper of S3A to the center lug of S02. From the shell of S02 run a ground wire to the switch frame and a wire to the top end of the coil via a feed-through insulator. This point must be the tie point for the external ground connection. Connect both black wires from the motor to pin 7 of S01, and hook the red and white wires to pins 2 and 8, respectively.

Using a short length of wire, connect lug 5 of S3B (corresponding to the 10-meter position) to pin 5 of socket S01 (not shown). In a like manner, connect lug 1, lug 6, lug 3, lug 4 and lug 9 to corresponding pin numbers (1, 6, 3, 4 and 9) in socket S01. Cut a 434-in. length of the coil (39 turns) and mount it on the insulators as shown in Fig. 4. Solder the 10-meter lead from S3A (lug E) to the bottom of the coil as shown in Fig. 3. Count off 3, 7, 14 and 30 turns (D,C,B,A on

PARTS LIST

C1—5 µf, 400 V, paper or mylar capacitor
L1—Inductor coil: 3 turns, 1/8 dia., No. 14 wire, cut to 4 1/4-in. long, Air Dux No. 2408T. (Jefftronics, 4252 Pearl Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44109, $6.05 plus postage)
NL1-NL5—Neon lamp with built-in resistor (Allied Radio Shack 272-1501)
PL1—Nine-pin cable connector (Amphenol 86-PW9 or equiv.)
S1—Single-pole, normally-open pushbutton switch
S2—DPDT (center off) lever-action switch (Centralab 1455 or equiv.)
S3—One-pole, five-position, two-section Hamswitch (Mallory 151L, Allied Electronics 851-0951. $3.47 plus postage)
S01—SO-239 coax connector
S02—Nine-pin tube socket (Amphenol 7859 or equiv.)
Misc.—4-in. wide aluminum sloping-panel cabinet (Bud AC-1610), feed-through insulator (2), nine-conductor cable, plastic box

Fig. 5—Control-box schematic. Neon indicator lamps (enclosed in broken lines) come with built-in resistor. The wiper of S2 is shown in its center, or normally off position.
L1 and solder the leads from the 15, 20, 40 and 80-meter lugs on S3B to them. These top points on the coil are flexible, however, and will depend upon the particular installation. Attach a 22-ft. length of No. 14 wire to the lower feed-through insulator in Fig. 2. Mount the plastic box at the highest position possible and pull the length of wire out horizontally. A good ground should be connected to the ground end of L1.

The control console is easy to put together. Mount lever switch S2 and band-indicating pushbutton switch S1 on the top of the Mini-box as shown in Fig. 6. Mount the five neon indicator lights in a circle. Install the .5-μf capacitor, which comes with the motor, beneath switch S2. Use a five-lug and a two-lug terminal strip to keep the wiring neat. The console is connected to the antenna-mounted box with nine-conductor cable, the type used for intercoms.

**Operation.** To check the position of band-selector switch S3, press S2. The neon light corresponding to the band selected will glow. With your thumb on S1, push S2 to the right. This will cause the motor to turn. If the wiring is correct, the light will go out and the next lamp will soon light. As soon as it glows, release S2. The motor will stop with a little over-ride and you're ready for operation on that band. Move S2 to the left to reverse motor direction at any time.

Keep in mind that S1 will only indicate the relative position of bandswitch S3. A word of caution. Make it a practice to never operate S2 without S1 pressed. Override can easily damage the remote switching unit. If the rotation of the motor does not correspond with the movement of the indicator lights, reverse the red and white motor wires at SO1, or the leads from pins 2 and 8 in PL1 that connect to S2.

---

*Fig. 6—Pictorial of control box. Layout isn't critical, but to keep wiring neat, use a five-lug and a two-lug terminal strip. Note on two-lug terminal strip at top that mounting lug must not be same lug to which 117-V line is connected. Wires going to PL1 are multi-conductor cable.*
In electrical terms the heart is a dipole in a container, the torso, whose extremities act like wire extensions. When the heart beats, the field which it produces has a force and direction or a vector. To measure this vector or electrical force, electrodes are attached alternately to arms and legs, and the difference in potential is recorded as a positive or negative wave on moving paper. Presently a new technique or vectorcardiogram is in use which measures the electric field of the heart and displays it as a loop on an oscilloscope.

A normally beating heart produces almost identical electrical fields when compared to that of another normal individual. Any deviation from this arbitrary standard represents some form of disease. An interesting tangent medically, is that an electrocardiogram tells more than heart function alone. The electrical field travels through the lung which acts as an impedance. If there is too much lung or too much air in the lung, impedance will be high and the voltage low. Obesity acts in this manner.

One basic assumption about the heart is that nerve impulses travel through the heart on a regular basis. In some instances there is failure to initiate or failure to transmit an impulse; the heart fails to beat and the person faints or even dies. Introduction of a wire through a vein to the heart muscle and connecting it to a battery has cured this otherwise fatal condition. Specialized cadmium batteries are used in conjunction with timing mechanisms and are called cardiac pacemakers. This relatively simple device has given a lease on life to thousands of persons who otherwise would be dead for failure of that electrical impulse to fire the heart muscle.

The least understood organ and therefore the subject of most speculation is the brain. There are many science-fiction-like theories related to the brain and its functions. Rather than dispel the fiction let us consider some of the facts.

The brain is a collection of some two billion cells. Each cell is electrically active, that is, each cell is polarized. When they are all placed close together the voltage is somewhat additive. Brain cells are grouped together according to function. In the back of
the brain are the cells for sight, at the sides are the cells for hearing and in the front are the cells for personality.

The voltage in these groups of cells can be measured by an instrument called an electromyogram. Unlike the cardiograph, the encephalogram is impractical. It may be likened to an automobile which is constantly idling and races forward when required. Certain areas idle at higher voltages than others, the highest in the back and the lowest in front.

The brain is also symmetric. The electrical properties are symmetric. The loss of symmetry may be a telltale sign of a brain tumor.

The fact that the brain is idling indicates life. In this era of organ transplantation and machines to support life, it is sometimes difficult to state when a person is dead. The encephalogram helps to clear up the doubt.

Earlier in the discussion it was noted that each nerve cell was polarized. This polarity is applicable to all other cells, especially muscles. While it is possible to provide electrodes small enough to insert into a single muscle fiber, it is certainly impractical. Fortunately, individual muscle fibers are grouped in bundles. If an electrode were placed into an entire muscle and another placed on the skin, it would behave as if electrodes were in a single fiber. The resultant electrical measurement constitutes electromyography.

Electromyography is less precise than the exacting science of electrocardiography, but a little more precise than the vague relationships of encephalography. The myogram can distinguish between a primary muscular disorder and a disorder which is produced by a disease of nerves or a disease in the spinal cord and brain. Thus, by performing a simple electrical test on muscles, one can pinpoint the source of the trouble.

It would be very narrow to consider the body as a jumble of wires, batteries, conductors and transceivers. The body is more magnificently tooled. The property of the body, as in all living things, is polarity—charge or electricity.

Without electricity, there would be no life. This is the reason that electricity is playing such a large role in modern medicine. Investigations continue to determine the exact electrical composition of the body, for to do so will give us a fundamental understanding of life itself.
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DXing a Bit of Broadcast History

Continued from page 57

this frequency but it is originating from Bonaire in the Lesser Antilles.

R. Moscow began its career in 1922 and today that ID emanates from more transmitters than the CIA can count. R. Moscow's first SW transmission was in 1929, which puts it second in that category following PCI.

Experimental transmissions were aired in Britain beginning in 1919, but the BBC did not come into being until three years of private testing had been completed. That famous call did not show up on shortwave until the mid-1930's.

The first missionary shortwave voice was Vatican radio in 1932, followed shortly by HCJB at Quito, Ecuador in 1933. HCJB is the oldest shortwave ID in Latin America and is a cinch to log. Try this one on 11740 and 11915 kc during the evening hours. Vatican radio originally transmitted from the Vatican itself, but has added a transmitter site in Italy under a grant from the Italian government. Vatican radio broadcasts in English to North America at 1950 EST on 9615 and 11725 kc.

So get in the swing with Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. who is shown with some of his DX gear on the bottom of this page. You may not hear voices from the past, but the collection is quite a select one and will look great on the wall of your shack.

The Counters Are Coming

Continued from page 79

set to Hz and the over lamp lights, you must set the switch to kHz.

Though the circuitry is elaborate, as it is in any counter, almost all of it is contained in 26 ICs. Construction takes somewhat less than five hours. The kit is assembled on a fiberglass board which has etched wiring on both sides of the board.

Most of the construction consists of soldering to the board the IC connectors into which all 26 ICs are plugged. Even the Nixie display tubes plug in.

Calibration does not require test equipment and is done in a few minutes. First you tune an AM transistor radio to any station and position it near the counter. Then you adjust the 1-mc crystal's trimmer capacitor until you hear a zero beat in the radio. Next, you connect the supplied input cable to an...
internal test point and adjust a control until the counter indicates 10,000 cps. That's it. The result is a counter with an accuracy of \( \pm 0.002 \) per cent from 0° to 50° C. The counter produces some internal heat, and for maximum accuracy it should have a 30-minute warm-up as Heath specifies.

Our counter had a top frequency limit of 21 mc, 40 per cent higher than the 15 mc minimum specified by Heath. The sensitivity of our model was 100 mv—somewhat better than Heath's specifications. The counter is rock-stable, with no readout inconsistency. It locks onto the frequency and stays there until the input frequency changes; there is no count-up or blinking, just a steady readout.

**Kit Report**

Continued from page 64

The $59.95 RK-101 stereo FM tuner also comes with a wooden cabinet. It is a big, open chassis (right photo on the first page of this article) with a moderate-size circuit board. The tuner has AFC, a stereo beacon, a center-channel tuning meter and mono or auto-stereo reception modes.

The front-end is supplied factory wired and aligned; the builder mounts all other parts on the board. All coils and transformers are said to be pre-aligned. We found all coils were not fully aligned; therefore, we couldn't get ultimate performance after the builder-alignment procedure. If you don't have a stereo generator, let a local service shop do the alignment job.

The sensitivity of the instrument-aligned tuner was 5 \( \mu \)V (1HF) with full limiting occurring at 100 \( \mu \)V. This is adequate for reception in metropolitan areas. The total-harmonic distortion at the 1,000-\( \mu \)V test level was 1.1 per cent. Hum and noise were —63db. The frequency response was —1, +1.5db from 20 to 15,000 cps. Stereo separation was 32db at 1,000 cps.

The tuner performance compares favorably with that of equipment in the $100 class. The $130 combination of the tuner and amplifier is the closest you'll get to hi-fi performance at shoestring prices.

All in all, we'd say that the RK-100 amplifier and the RK-101 stereo FM tuner make up a very nice budget-priced stereo component system. The kits are available from Allied Radio Shack stores or by mail.

"Announcing My 3rd Grand Opening!"

"I opened my first Allied Radio Shack store with a small investment now I own 3"


Tony Esposito

$30,000 PUTS YOU IN BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF!

Allied Radio Shack is a division of Tandy Corp. (NYSE) and the nation's biggest consumer electronics retailer—over 950 stores coast-to-coast and in Alaska! We offer a unique franchise opportunity to energetic men and women who want a retail business of their own. Within weeks you can be the outright owner of a store too. You get the full benefit of our 50 years of experience, right away. Here's your chance to be your own boss, to be an important part of the community you select for your store, to achieve real success, real status.
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Call collect or write to: A. A. Bernabei Vice President Allied Radio Shack 2617 West 7th Street Fort Worth, Texas 76107 Phone (817) 336-7163
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It covers everything from your Grand Opening to everyday operations. A full-color annual catalog, dynamic sales flyers and local newspaper ads keep the customers coming! You benefit from creative merchandising, continuing assistance, plus the convenience of dealing with a single, reliable vendor.

YOU'RE IN A CLASS BY YOURSELF

There's no other operation like ours... no one else can sell the same brands "right across the street." You'll be selling Allied Radio Shack's own nationally famous products including 100's of exclusives not sold elsewhere: Allied and Realistic audio and CB products, Knight-Kits, Archer antennas and parts, Radio Shack batteries, Porta-Vision, Concertape, many others. All priced "right" for healthy gross profits for you.

Send me full Franchise Details Dept. FR-12

Name (print) Phone
Street
City State Zip
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Level Control and Monitor

Continued from page 41

mounted in the cabinet. If you can use a 50-cps 3db-down point, C2 can be reduced to 100 µ.

All the resistors and diodes are mounted on end as shown in Fig. 4.

Meter Modification. (These instructions apply only to the meter specified in the Parts List. While other meters might have a similar construction, we can only be certain about the specified meter.) Remove the meter's plastic face by pulling it straight off. Then loosen the two recessed screws on the back of the case (not the terminal screws) to free the meter movement. Hold the meter in one hand and turn it upside-down over the palm of your other hand. The movement will drop into your hand, restrained only by two fine wires that are soldered to the rectifier in the case. (The rectifier's end terminals are soldered to the case terminals.)

Using a fine-tip iron rated no more than 27 watts, unsolder the two wires from the meter at the rectifier. (Note carefully which wire connects to the left and right rectifier terminals.) Reach in with long-nose pliers and snap-off the rectifier connections by rocking its leads back and forth several times. Then solder the meter wires to the respective left and right terminals. Insert the movement in the case, secure the mounting screws and snap the cover in place. The VU meter is now a DC meter with a VU scale. Now mount the circuit board on the back of the meter terminals.

If possible, check the assembly for operation before installation in the cabinet. Since the amplifier cannot be operated without a resistor across its input, temporarily connect resistor R2 (10,000 to 47,000 ohms) as shown in the schematic, to replace the volume control. If the Monitor fails to operate or to provide a low-distortion output signal, check that C3's polarity is correct and that the diodes have not been reverse connected. When the circuit checks out, remove R2, take the board off the meter, install the meter in the cabinet and then re-install the board on the meter.

Pot R1 must be a miniature type so it can fit between the board's components and the panel. If you use a different layout, R1 can be a full-size pot or a stepped attenuator. Pot R1's value is determined by the micro-

**Have your own Radio Station!**

**Learn AMATEUR RADIO**

**AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME**

Get your Amateur Radio license and "go on the air." NRL, leader in Electronics home training for more than 50 years, offers a choice of training plans leading to required FCC licenses, ranging from Basic Amateur Radio for the beginner to Advanced Amateur Radio for the ham who already has a license and wants to move up.

**HAM RADIO EQUIPMENT INCLUDED**


**MAIL COUPON TODAY**

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 53-091 Washington, D.C. 20016 Please send me information on Amateur Radio training.

Name_________________________________________Age_________
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Hams, Engineers, Hobbyists

**MARK LIKE MAGIC**

Any surface *can be marked with DATALK'S DRY TRANSFER titles and symbols. The results are professional, it looks like the finest printing!*

Write for your FREE SAMPLE and Catalog. listing hundreds of letter sheets and symbol sets. Order from your distributor or directly from:

THE DATALK CORPORATION 85 Highland Ave. / Passaic, New Jersey 07055
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phone impedance. For low-impedance mikes (50 to 1,000-ohms) R1 can be 1,000 or 2,500 ohms. If the mike is a 50,000-ohm dynamic, R1 should be 50,000 ohms. If a DC unbalance causes a scratching sound when a 50,000-ohm pot is used, install a 47,000-ohm resistor at R2, change R1 to 250,000 ohms and install a 0.1-uf, 25-V capacitor between R1’s wiper and the top of R2. This DC isolates R1 from the IC’s input.

Jacks J1 and J2 should match your existing connectors. Power switch S1 must break both the positive and negative power sources. Do not try to break only one side or the ground connection; it must be done as shown.

Using the Monitor. Plug a mike in J1 and connect the amplifier, recorder or audio line to J2. Using a test-tone input, or someone speaking into a mike, adjust the amplifier or recorder’s gain control so the recorder’s meter indicates 0 VU when the Monitor’s meter indicates 0 VU. Mark the recorder or amplifier’s level control so it can be easily reset to the 0 VU position.

Plug a mike in J1, and then simply adjust R1 for a 0 VU indication on speech or music peaks. The Monitor will then always feed the proper output level.

A Kingly QSO

Continued from page 86
said, although we thought the story had gone cold by then.

The team this time was a small one, just a director, an interviewer, a cameraman (fortunately an ace cameraman) and a few technicians. They were tired and irritable, because they had been working since dawn on a murder case. Out went the dining room furniture, in came the lights and the cameras.

"Sit at the transmitter and we'll get the cameras lined up on you," ordered the cameraman, yawning. He was about to wake up fast.

Laurie sat at the rig and idly twiddled the knobs. Then he said quietly, "He's on!"

All hell broke again. This time the newsmen, frantic to tell their editors that King Hussein of Jordan was still alive and still playing with his amateur radio station, rushed all along the street and commandeered the neighbours' phones, to the bemused delight of the neighbours, even those who grumble about TVI!

In December, 1970 King Hussein of Jor-

[Continued on page 102]
A Kingly QSO

Continued from page 101

Dan came to London, where he stayed for several weeks, for a comprehensive medical check-up. The moment he was established in the hospital, a small exclusive private clinic near Marble Arch, he had an amateur radio station installed, with a Drake transmitter, receiver and linear and a Hygain TH3 mounted on the clinic roof, about 50 ft. up.

Laurie and Maurice worked him several times, from both our home and mobile stations. As the King's amateur radio friends, they were among the very few visitors allowed by Special Branch (Britain's equivalent to the C.I.A.) to visit Hussein in hospital.

What did they talk about? Amateur radio, of course.

Getting An Unbelievably Good Color Picture

Continued from page 68

picture will usually become quite satisfactory. Technicians use a dot pattern on the screen to perform this static convergence. If you can get hold of a dot bar generator and display a dot pattern, fine. If not, use this alternative.

Find a station that is transmitting a still pattern. It can be a test pattern, a stock-market computer display, a news-weather station etc. Inspect the still pattern minutely for color bleeding (see Fig. 3). To correct bleeding you have to move the electron beams so they will attain perfect registry at screen center.

There are four controls around the neck of the picture tube to accomplish this. On the convergence yoke at twelve o'clock is the blue static control (see Fig. 4). Adjusting this makes blue at screen center go up and down. At eight o'clock is the green static. Adjusting this makes green move diagonally from bottom right to top left. (Red and green static controls are often reversed. They still work the same way. See Fig. 5.)

The fourth control is called the blue lateral magnet. It is normally around the neck behind the purity tabs. Adjusting the blue lateral makes blue move from side to side.

With the still pattern as your guide, adjust the four till you get red, blue and green to coincide and produce white at screen center with no color bleeding.

If you turn the channel to a color program, you will note that you have an unbelievably good color picture. We don't guarantee that your result will be as good as ours, as shown in the beginning of this article, but then again you won't have our repair bills either!

CB Corner

continued from page 74

project. One club officer, a TV serviceman by trade, soon designed a model of a rustic building to go on the 20-acre site. The model would be taken around to clubs to gather support. Another club officer, a newspaper reporter, wrote promotional literature that sounded convincing. A third club member, a former fund-raiser, lent his invaluable talents. After plenty of legwork, the town fathers in Kerhonkson approved the site for a museum and George Nims Raybin was selected as the first man for CB's Hall of Fame.

NEW! CB Transceiver SOLID STATE Pre-Amp

INTERCHANGEABLE 12VDC & 117VAC

- For mobile or base stations
- Improves receiver performance
- Works on tube or transistor equipment
- No modification to CB unit — Also works on SSB
- ON-THE-AIR sign automatically lights when transmitting

Model PCBU with universal built-in power supply, transfer relay, AC & DC connecting cables, domestic manufacture, wired & tested.

Write for free literature to —

GONSET/Division of AEROTRON, INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 6527 • Raleigh • North Carolina 27608
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Electronics Illustrated
Their success to date has been remarkable. There have been donations to the cause from clubs and individuals from all over the country. There were letters expressing interest in the museum from E. F. Johnson, the CB manufacturer, Richard Everett, an FCC attorney in Washington and an offer of antique rigs from the Courier company. U. S. Congressman John Dow agreed to speak at the museum's ground-breaking ceremony and will furnish a flag that has flown over the Capitol building in Washington.

I was convinced that the group had a good idea and the know-how to make it work. So I took aim and fired the first salvo: “You guys stand to make a lot of money out of this.” (Besides donations and contributions, admission to the museum will be about $1.50.) The question didn't produce any shock at all.

The land, they explained, is already paid for and incoming donations will go to underwriting the first structure. This will be a small, $5,000 block building (10 x 20 ft.) to test the basic idea and to prove to the world the club means to carry it through. Further monies will go toward a second, much larger building to house all the planned exhibits. The club expects that future income will cover maintenance.

They pulled out voluminous records which detailed the operation. Any reasonable person, they said, may inspect the books at any time. In a parting remark, club officials asked how they could prove that the National CB Museum wasn't just another quickie conspiracy.

That was an easy question to answer. “Build it,” I replied.

Ham Shack

Continued from page 69

In addition to giving lectures, in these sessions, showing slides of the development and installation of their masterpieces.

Possibly the most important aspect of hamfests is with fellow hams. Here you get to see and talk with the members of the nets you are in. You can meet the chaps you have ragchewed with for years. You can swap lies with competitors for DX and in contests. Few people look as you imagine from their voices, so there are many real surprises in store for fellows who have talked with each other for years but have never met.
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• • • EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE home study courses in Electronics Engineering Technology and Electronics Engineering Mathematics. Earn your Degree. Write for Free Descriptive Literature. Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering (Dept. 141). P.O. Box 10643, Jackson, Miss. 32209. (Established 1945.)
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TV TUNERS rebuilt and aligned per manufacturer specification. Only $9.50. Any make UHF or VHF. We ship COD. Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete with tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure. JW Electronics, Box 51K, Bloomington, Indiana.
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www.americanradiohistory.com
You do not need the slightest background in electronics, whether you are interested in Radio or Electronics because you want to become a radio repair man, or have a business or a job with a future, you will find the "Edu-Kit" of great value. Many thousands of individuals of all ages and backgrounds have successfully used the "Edu-Kit" in more than 79 countries. Students of the "Edu-Kit" have been successful as radio constructors in their own homes, and you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu-Kit" will provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the low price you pay. The Signal Tester also is worth more than the price of the Kit.

THE THEK FOR EVERYONE

The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world, and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "Edu-Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct, learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble-shooting and in a closely integrated program designed to provide an easily-learned, thorough and interesting background in radio.

You begin by examining the various radio parts and their functions, and then learn the function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first set you will learn basic station testing and trouble-shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory and practice advanced trouble-shooting. Then in a progressive manner, you will find yourself constructing more advanced multi-tube radio circuits, and doing work like a professional Radio Technician.

The "Edu-Kit" has been designed by the founders of "The Progressive Radio School," an organization formed in 1946, training Electronics Technicians Since 1946.

THE "Edu-Kit" is COMPLETE

You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, variable, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, diode strips, hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis, instruction manuals, hook-up wire, solder, aluminum rectifiers, coils, volume controls and switches.

In addition you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis, special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a professional electric soldering iron, and a self-powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics Tester. The "Edu-Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator, in addition to F.C.C. Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lesson for servicing the Progressive Signal Tracker and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in Radio-TV Club. Free Consultation with Free Publications, Code Privileges and a Code Handbook. A radio修补 Kit, which you will receive.

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Please rush my Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" to me, as indicated below:

Check one box to indicate choice of model

[ ] Deluxe Model $31.95
[ ] Expanded Model $34.95 (Same as Deluxe Model plus Television Course).

Check one box to indicate manner of payment

[ ] Snap-Delivery Plan, Ship "Edu-Kit" post paid.
[ ] Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu-Kit."

Name
Address
City & State
Zip

PROGRESSIVE "Edu-Kits" INC.
1189 Broadway, Dept. 618AE, New York, N. Y. 10010

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON PAGE 23

Electronics Illustrated
Pick any one of the four big fields in electronics: COLOR-TV, INDUSTRIAL or COMPUTER ELECTRONICS, or COMMUNICATIONS. Each is packed with opportunity for the men who want to move up. If you're among them, mail the card below. Because NTS training is fast, easy and thorough.

ALL NEW KITS...ALL NEW COURSES, WITH NTS PROJECT-METHOD TRAINING! MORE BIG KITS THAN EVER OFFERED FOR TRAINING ANYWHERE!

A 315 sq. in. picture COLOR TV, a desk-top computer trainer, oscilloscope solid-state radios. Integrated circuits, too! All part of NTS Project-Method: The sure-fire system that builds everything you need to know around practical kit projects. And NTS gives you professional "test-center" equipment, including signal generator FET-VOM, and tube checker for your troubleshooting and servicing work. NTS shows you how to use them early in your training. You earn money repairing TV sets and electronic equipment even before you've completed the course. Brand new Color Catalog describes in detail all the exciting equipment that comes with each course.

CLASSROOM TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES:
You can train at our resident school in Los Angeles. NTS occupies a city block with over a million dollars in facilities devoted to technical training. Check special box in coupon.

HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME:
NTS offers accredited high school programs. Take only the subjects you need. Study at your own pace. Everything included at one low tuition. Check special box in coupon for free catalog.

Approved for Veterans

ACT NOW! DON'T DELAY! 10 TRAINING PROGRAMS TO INSURE YOUR FUTURE

Please rush new Color Catalog and Sample Lesson plus information on course checked below. No obligations. No salesman will call.

- MASTER COURSE IN COLOR TV SERVICING
- COLOR TV SERVICING
- MASTER COURSE IN TV & RADIO SERVICING
- PRACTICAL TV & RADIO SERVICING
- MASTER COURSE IN ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
- FCC LICENSE COURSE
- MASTER COURSE IN ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
- INDUSTRIAL AND AUTOMATION ELECTRONICS
- COMPUTER ELECTRONICS
- BASIC ELECTRONICS
- High School at Home
- Major Appliances Servicing Course

Dept. 213-081

Name
Address
City State

Age

Please fill in Zip Code for fast service

☐ Check if interested in Veteran Training under new G.I. Bill
☐ Check here if interested ONLY in Classroom training in Los Angeles
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National Technical Schools makes it easier to double your income. All you need is your own ambition. The NTS Project Method simplifies your training... makes it easy for you to enter Electronics... a whole new world of opportunity.

You can have a solid career and probably double your present earnings. Start moving up today. In Color TV. Or in computer and industrial electronics. Or in communications and aerospace. It's easier than you think.

**NTS will show you how!**

(see other side for more information)